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SHRI SITARAM KESRI: You can- 
not support this kind of action on the 
part oi the Member. This is most un- 
parliamentary. Please ask him to go to 
his seat. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You 
please go to your seat. 

SHRI F. M. KHAN: You allow me 
to... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You go 
and sit there first. (Interruptions). Mr. 
Mukherjee, please continue your 
speech. 

MOTION FOR CONSIDERATION OF 
SEVENTH FIVE YEAR PLAN, 1985- 
1990 Contd. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: 
Madam Deputy Chairman, what I was 
trying to point out was that so far as 
the objectives. so far as the priorities, 
of the Seventh Five Year Plan are con- 
cerned, the priorities are rightly placed. 
the objectives are clearly set. We shall 
have to. think of the implementation 
and the mechanism of implementation. 
While providing resources to match 
with an outlay of this size. . . 

I will complete within five minutes. 
You need not look at the watch. 

The point which I was trying to make 
is that some distortion has taken place. 
It has not happened in the recent past 
but for quite some time that we are 
not in a position to meet our own re- 
venue expenses out of our revenue 
earnings. As a result, during the Sixth 
Five Year Plan period it was projected 
that from the Union, from the Centre, 
there would be a positive contribution 
from the balance of current revenue, 
but actually it has become negative. As 
a result, our resource base has gone 
down. One Member was talking that 
States have made a substantial addi- 
tional resource mobilisation. But this 
is one side of the story. If we look at 
what was the additional resource mobi- 
lisation, take the ctse of States, In 
1979-80 the States were to provide ad- 
ditional.. .    ifntemtption)       From       this 
1547 RS— 

year's balance of current revenue they 
were to provide Rs. 14,475 crores. They 
gave only Rs. 7235. And the States are 
saying that they made a very positive 
contribution. So far as the additional 
resource mobilisation is concerned, the 
Centre was to make Rs. 8790 crores; ac- 
tually the Centre gave Rs. 13135 crores. 
States were to make a contribution of 
Rs. 4134 crores; they gave Rs. 7013 cro- 
res. But their contribution from B.CR. 
came down from Rs. 14000 to Rs. 6000 
crores. Therefore, whatever little bit 
improvement they made in additional 
resource mobilisation was eaten off by 
their loss in BCR. What I -want to point 
out is -that this type of financial arran 
gement and budgeting can not conti- 
nue for all time to come. Today we 
have reached a stage where the entire 
developmental expenditure is being 
met out of our borrowed money. Ulti- 
mately we are contributing nothing 
from our own internal resources, from 
our own resources, from our own re- 
venue surplus. And if a part of our re- 
venue expenditure, non-developmental 
expenditre, is also to be met from bor- 
rowing, a time may come when a seri- 
ous fiscal dislocation will be created. 

Thirdly. Madam—my last point as I 
have already mentioned, planning is a 
continuing  process.   It  was  very  moving- 
ly pointed out by the late Prime Mil 
ter, Shrimati Indira Gandhi, while for- 
warding the Sixth Five Year Plan that 
the   pltn   is   not   merely    allocttion,    but 
achievement.   The   plan   is     not     merely 
allocation,  but   benefit,   benefit    to   milli- 
ons    of    people.    Planning    fo      us   is 
not    merely    a     catalogue of    develop- 
ment   projects.    Planning to us is a com- 
mitment  to  change  the     society   and  to 
create  a society which will  be  free from 
exploitation, which will be free from hun- 
ger, which  will  be free from  oppression. 
The Seventh Plan has taken note of this 
important ingredient  of  our  basic policy 
framework  and  I  do  hope that it would 
be possible for us to do so while imple- 
menting the  various  projects  of  the Plan 
and particularly the human resource deve- 
lopment which has also been highlighted. 
But I am sorry if I utter a discordant note 

with dis Minister when he says    that he 
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has increased the outlay sizeably. It has to 
increase from one Plan to another Plan 
because you increase your outlay substan- 
tially. In the Sixth Plan, the outlay was 
97,500 crores. In the Seventh Plan, it is 
180,000 crores. So, almost 60 to 70 per 
cent step-up in oiher sectors is bound 
to take place. At the same time, we shall 
have to keep in mind that despite our 
commitment—commit in the Constitution 
and commitment in the Directive Princi- 
ples, we have not been able to provide 
education even to all school-going children. 
According to the study of the Planning 
Commission itself, a total of 1800 million 
children in the age group of 6—14 have 
not been enrolled for which Rs. 5300 
crores would be required during ihe 
Seventh Plan. 680 million are left over 
from the Sixth Plan. If we want our 260 
million adults to be literate, and, in other 
words, if we want to achieve 100 per cent 
literacy by the end of 1990, according to 
the assessment of the Planning Commis- 
sion, the total requirement would be 6700 
crores which is much less than what we 
are going to spend in Vizag steel plant. 
The question is about priority. Ts our 
are still left over, without one source of 
priority to provide 30,000 villages which 
potable drinking water? When I talk of 
one source of drinking water, T mean only 
one source at n distance of two to three 
kilometres. Or is it our priority to spend 
money in certain areas where we can wait? 
I have not doubt that if the policy frame- 
work objectives which have been set out 
in the Plan document in correct perspec- 
tive are implemented seriously, it will de- 
finitely ensure our smooth transfer from 
this century to the next century. Thank 
you, Madam. 

SHRI F. M. KHAN (Karnataka): T want 
to make a point. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I will not 
allow you to make a point about some- 
thing which has not happened in the 
House. 

SHRI F. M.  KHAN: 1 am    trying to 
make  a reference... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You can- 
not ms'fc a reference. 
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Year Plan of Switzerland or Australia, he 
has quoted so many things and given very 
fine statistics. He is a Professor of Statis- 
tics. But, as far as...   (interruptions) 

 
SHRl NIRMAL CHATTERJEE: Why 

complicate the thing? {Interruptions) 
THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We can- 

not allow anything which is irregular in 
ihis House. I would not allow anything 
.yhich is irregular in this House. 

SHRl  NIRMAL     CHATTERJEE:     If 
.omething can be settled in a minute, why 
complicatc it unnecessarily? This is my 
equest to the Chair. And this is my re- 
quest to the Parliamentary Affairs Minis- 
er also. We sometimes behave erratically. 
3ut we cannot settle matters in a way thzt 
tfrects the dignity of the House. 

 
THE  DEPUTY  CHAIRMAN:  You  go 

nd sit in my Chamber. That is fine. 
SHRI R. MOHANARANGAM: Madam, 
am very sorry to disagree with my friend, 
Ir. Chatterjee, who just initiated this de- 
ate on tne Seventh Five Year Plan. As 
said at the beginning, he was debating 
s if we were debating the Five Year P)an 
f Australia or Switzerland and that we 
ive only one and a half crores of popu- 

[The Vice-Chairman  (Shri M. P. Kaushik) 
in the Chair] 
lation in this country. Sir, in the year 1947 
when we got independence, the population 
of this country was. 30 crores. Now we 
have a population of 75 crores and we 
have already a Plan to see that everything 
is settled peacefully and properly. But 
every year our population is increasing by 
1.5 crores. Not only we are not in a 
position—or expected—to solve this pro- 
blem for the existing population of 75 
crores, which was only 30 crores in 1947, 
but there is an increase of 1.5 crores every 
year in the population and when the Mem- 
bers begin to think of the population of 
our country, they will definitely appreciate 
what we have done so far. Let us take 
one by one the economic history of this 
country, especially with regard to agricul- 
ture side. In the year 1958, that is, by the 
end of the First Five Year Plan, the tar- 
get was 2.1 per cent whereas the target 
achieved was 3.6 per cent, and 4.5 per cent 
in the Second Five Year Plan; it was 5.6 
per cent in the beginning of the Third 
Five Year Plan and what we achieved was 
2.2 per cent. At the beginning of the 
Fourth Five Year Plan, the target was 
5.7 per cent whereas we could achieve only 
3.3 per cent. But during the Fifth and the 
Sixth Five Year Plans, we have actually 
achieved more than what cur target was 
As against the target of 4.4 per cent, our 
achievement was 5.2 per cent and also 
same was the case at the end of tbe Sixth 
Five Year Plan. The main objective of 
the Sixth Five Year is as was 
mentioned by ■ Mr. Nirmal Chatterjee 
and also by Mr. Pranab Mukherjee, 
firstly increase in production and num- 
ber  two,   elimination   of    poverty. 
way, by tbe end of the Seventh Five 
Year Plan, we are going to elimi- 
the entire poverty of our population; 
thirdly, we are creating full employ- 
ment for all the citizens of the country; 
fourthly, we are going to meat all the 
basic needs of the people in terms of 
food, clothing, shelter and attainment 
of universal elementary education, and 
upliltment of Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes. So, all these things 
have been included in the Seventh Five 
Year Plan. As I said in the beginning, 
if    we    look at    thnigs one by one, of 
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course,   we   have      achieved      certain 
things to some  extent.  Take the pro- 
duction side. In the year 1985-86. it  is 
hat they are going to achieve the 
gel  oi 5 per cent growth, and they 
I definitely achieve it because if we 
sec   the  statistics of our     past    history, 
v,e find that we are able to achieve the 
i    on   the   production   side.      But 
about elimination ot poverty. Sir, 
have already  completed  six  Five- 
Year Plans. Nearly 38 years have pass- 
a f t e r  we attained independence and 
we  are able to solve the problems of 
one-fifth of the total world population. 
When we begin with the responsibility 
of  solving  these  problems     by  imple- 
menting  the Five    Year    Plan.     I    per- 
uilly   feel   that      there   are   certain 
drawbacks. There   is       no  equal 
distribution of wealth or equal distribution 
of power, or equal distribution of water. 
We have not been able to overcome 
these things in the past 38 years. That 
i~ the main reason why 37 per cent 
1 i our population are under the poverty 
line and they say that in the Seventh 
Five Year Plan, they are gorng to re- 
se ii  from 37 per cent to 21 per cent. 

Sir, we have got lakhs and lakhs of 
xillages in our country. I do not kno.w 
whether the members of the Planning 
Commission  have  visited   any  village. 
The members  of the Planning    Com- 
mission  are  highly   educated  persons; 
they have  studied in the Oxford  and 
L abridge Universities and are living in 
upper  strata  of the  society,  living in 
high society. They are not in a position 
understand exactly what the po.verty 
Sir. if they permit, I can take the 
members of this     Planning    Commission 
Dgwitn   me  to the  villages in  so mail] 
tes   in   the  country,   where   they  could 
very easily find people who are not in 
losition to have even a single meal 
ing the day, who are not able    to 
id their children to the schools, who 
not provided with the basic needs 
of a human being. But our Plans say 
that we are going to solve the entire 
problem. Out of our population of 75 
rores,  I personally feel, more     than 
to 70 per cent are not able to get 

even the basic needs for a living, or 
proper education and they are below 
the poverty line. 

I do  not know   how    this    percentage 
of  people  below  the  poverty line is 
going to he reduced from 37  to 21. 
If the  statistics given by my friend 
Mr.  Chatterjee,  is correct,  I     personally 
feel that  we will not be  able to de 
so   even  after  reaching     2.000     AD 
even .after implementing the scheme: 
which   we   have   initiated   for   imple 
mention  in the next    fifteen    years 
According to Dr. Malcolm Adiseshiah 
an  eminent     economist,     in    the      year 
2,000 AD,    the population    will be    85 
crores   out   of which  50  per cent  o 
the  people   will   definitely   be  belov 
the poverty line.    When this is    th 
case,   I   do   not   know   how   the   hor 
Minister  has  come  forward  with th 
(statistics   to   sav   that   we   are   goin 
to   solve   the   entire   problem      eve: 
though we wish to solve it.    In faci 
I  am  one  with  him.    I  want to b 
with  him  to  solve   this  problem.  Bi 
I do not want to imagine impossibi 
lities.    We are going to be 80 crore 
as far as  population is concerned. I 
these    years,    more    than    thirty years 
our'  population   has   incrtea,sedi   frcfr 
30   to   75   crores,  an     increase  of 4 
crores.     Considering   the   size   of  ti 
population,  I  do  not  know  how  th 
problem  is  going to  be  solved  eve 
though  it  has     been  said"     that  R 
1,80,000   crores  are going   to    be     Sper 
in the Plan  period  for  the  elimim 
tion of poverty and so on.    I wou] 
like to tell the hon. Minister that v, 
are imagining  impossibilities.    I     c 
not know how exactly we are goir 
to eliminate    poverty    by    the end      c 
1990. 

Now, about full employment. Hai 
you been able to read the articl 
written by our eminent economis 
including Dr. Malcolm Adiseshi; 
who has written an article just 
week ago, which was published in tl 
Indian Express? He has clear 
i thai m the year 2.000 A.I 
we are going to reach 80 crores. Hei 
only people who are in the urb. 
areas are in a    position to get jol 
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The statisticians like our friend, Mr. 
Chatterjee, the hon. Minister of Plan- 
ning and the Members of the Plan- 
ning Commission are not taking Into 
account ihe rural population. They1 

may say that they take into account 
all these things. But T know fully 
well  that    even    the    Tahsiklars who 
'■re supposed to gather statistics as 
far as taluks are concerned, do not go 
to the villages. They never collect 
proper statistics. They say only 20 
to 27 per cent. But I think, more 
than 60 per cent of our people are 
fully unemployed. As I said, only 
pensons who are living in ihe cities, 
who have an opportunity to see the 
newspapers, who have an opportunity 
to meet various people, are getting 
chances for employment, but not; 
persons who are living in the rural 
areas, who are completely dependent 
upon agriculture. As you know, 
Sir, 80 per cent ot our population is 
dependent upon agriculture. I do not 
know how he is going to solve ihe pro- 
blem within a period of five years, 
although we may be spending Rs. 
1,80,000 crores for the implementa- 
tion of poverty alleviation and vari- 
ous other Plan projects and pro- 
grammes. They say that they want 
to solve this problem, they say that 
they want to reduce poverty, they 
want to reduce the percentage of 
people below the poverty line from 
37 to 21 per cent and they will give 
full employment to all people by the 
year 2,000 A.D. Mr. Minister, when 
out of the existing population about 
30 to 35 croress of people are waiting 
for full employment, when you are 
not able to give them full employ- 
ment, I do not know how you will 
take care of this as well as the in- 
crease in population which is going 
to be about 80 crores by the year 
2,000 A.D. You have taken into ac- 
count only a population of 75 crores. 
But It is going to be 80 crores in the 
year 2,000 A.D. Mr. Minister, in much 
a situation, is it good for you to come 
Forward and say that we are living 
in a (very fine society? You have 
quoted Pandit Nehru, you have quo- 
ted  Shrimati  Indira  Gandhi and  you 

have also quoted the Bengali poet. I 
love Bengali. You quoted the Ben- 
I gali poet to say that we have to live 
peacefully and that there should be 
a clean atmosphere for successful 
implementation of the schemes. 1 
come from Tamil Nadu. We have a 
very fine saying. It means, every 
place is ours; all the people are our 
relatives. When we have such a fine 
saying in Tamil, I d0 not blame you 
for quoting, the Bengali poet to say 
that there should be a pleasant at- 
mosphere and so on. You are talking 
of the basic needs of the people. 
How can you solve the problem? 
' Would you come with me to Andhra 
Pradesh or Madras or Karnataka or 
Kerala? I can show you billions and 
billions of people who are not even 
having day-to-day necessities ful- 
filled, they do not even have a single 
shirt to wear. Even the ladies who 
are inside the huts cannot come out- 
side unless they remove their torn- 
out clothes and wear the only sari 
that they are having. So, this is the 
state of affairs. You have not solved 
their problem. 

Only the people belonging to urban 
and    town    areas    they      have    solved 
their   own  problem  because   of  their 
approach and  because they have got 
easy access to the basic requirements. 

You have not solved the problem 
of rural education. What about uni- 
versal elementary education? You 
have allotted Rs. 365 crores for spend- 
ing on education for whole of the 
country, whereas we are spending 
nearly Rs. 200 crores for our mid-day 
meal  scheme.      Just   now   I have 
pointed out something about the 
basic needs of the peoole. If you go 
to each and every village in Tamil 
Nadu, you can see hundreds and 
hundreds of students who are study- 
ing in elementary schools. They just 
take their mid-day meals there. 
Thereby, we have solved not only 
the food problem but also the Tiealth 
problem. In addition to solving the 
food and health problems, we Save 
solved one more problem and that is, 
there   are   no   drop-outs.     In      other 
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States you can see about 41 per cent 
of the students droping out at the 
elementary stage. They drop 0out 
after joining the schools because there 
is no proper food for them. In rural 
areas you can find more but there is 
not a single drop out in our area. 
Sir, Mr. Pranab Mukherjee has men- 
tioned that some States are not tak- 
ing some responsibility along with 
the Union Government. We have 
taken up the responsibility of not 
only implementing the 20-point pro- 
gramme but also the programme that 
was given to us by the Central Gov- 
ernment in the name of instructions 
to the State Governments. We our- 
selves have come forward delibera- 
tely and solved almost all the pro- 
blems. What about universal ele- 
mentary education? Why do you 
talk of spending crores and crores of 
rupees on development of our educa- 
tion in the country? I agree that you 
are spending such a huge amount on 
the development of education. I 
welcome the idea of your convening 
meetings and conferences for the 
development of education, but how 
are you going to solve the problem? 
I am asking this question of the 
Members, including senior Parliament 
Members and Ministers. They say 
that we have to develop education. 
Now there are two types of educa- 
tion in our country. The education 
is for the entire population of 80 
crores which is going to come up by 
the year 2000 A.D. Out of this, 70 
crore people belong to rural areas 
and these persons belonging t0 rural 
areas study in the schools run by 
municipal corporatioos,        secondary 
boards and the State Government. 
What about the standard 0f their edu- 
cation? Then there is the other cate- 
gory of persons who are holding 
higher responsibility in the Govern- 
meat, business magnates and rich 
people. They send their children to 
public schools where there is a diffe,-- 
rent type of education. There are 
two varieties of education. In one 
type of education they are not even 
in a position to understand what 
exactly the  world  is     because  even 

their teachers or professors do not 
know that. The other type of edu- 
cation is given in schools like St. 
Coiumbes. All these persons are well 
yersed with high standard. And they 
get this education because they pay 
jnoney. They are paying hundreds 
and hundreds of rupees for the edu- 
cation of their children. So the 
phildren belonging to this society and 
the children of the poor people be- 
longing to rural areas are getting 
two types of education. Not only 
that, you are spending money in the 
name of the education for those per- 
sons also who have got wealth, who 
can take up their own responsibility, 
and equally for those poor people 
who are not in a position to get good 
education. You have only one idea 
that you have to spend the allocated 
amount on education. Whenever a 
State, whether it is a Communist 
State.or my own State or any other 
Slate asks for money, without con- 
jsidering the development of the State 
you just give the amount. In this 
way, how are you going to solve this 
problem? What is the essence «<i 
this? Did you not mention. Sir, at the 
end of your speech—I was carefully 
listening to your speech-—that you 
spend crores of rupees just to get 
social justice? Didn't you mention 
this? What do you mean by social 
justice? You are spending crores of 
rupees for persons who have the 
opportunity to go to foreign countries 
and to admit their children in first 
class schools. But you are not in a 
position to see how the education of 
other children is going on. Not only 
that, you have created a different 
avenue also for those persons. There 
are persons who are sitting in high 
responsible positions in South Block 
and North Block. You can see that 
persons who have studied in the first 
class schools are just now holding 
responsible positions there, but not 
Persons who have studied in board 
schools, corporation schools or muni- 
cipal schools. How are you going to 
solve thig problem? For that may I 
request you to check ui and see that 
there should not be two different 
types  of  education, there  should 'not 
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be two different standards of educa- 
tion? The standards of education 
should be equal for all the persons. 
All the citizens are equal; so they 
should be given equal opportunity. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. P. 
KAUSHIK);  Please conclude. 

SHRI R. MOHANARANGAM: I 
have not taken even ten minutes. 

THE VTCE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. 
P. KAUSI-DK): You have already 
taken 17   minutes. 

SHRI R. MOHANARANGAM: I 
am the leader o1 the second biggest 
party. And Mr. Nirmal Chatterjee, 
who belongs to and is Deputy Leader 
of the first biggest party, has taken 
43 minutes, whereas the time allotted 
to him was only 22 minutes, and I 
was allowed twenty minutes and so 
far I have taken 17 minutes... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. 
P. KAUSHIK): There is one more 
speaker from your party. 

SHRI R. MOHANARANGAM: This 
is the punishment for supporting the 
Government. Anyhow I will finish just 
now. 
Just now. Sir, I have just discussed! 

the general policies and programmes 
of tha Central Government who have 
invested lakhs and lakhs of rupees for 
the betterment of this country, for the 
development of this country, to give 
good education, for eradication of 
poverty, for creating employment 
opportunities and all that. From the 
year 1967, Tamil Nadu is ruled by non- 
Congress governments. Since 1967, I 
would like to ask the Finance Minis- 
ter, what is direct Central invest- 
ment to Madras? Have you ever 
spent a single paise as investment 
in Tamil Nadu?. If you turn one by 
one the pages of economic history of 
India, from the year 1967, you will 
find that not even a single paisa was 
spent for the development of Tamil 
Nadu as far as Central investment 
is concerned. Whereas you have 
spent thousands of crores of rupees 
on Bokaro Steel Plant, what about 
Salem Steel plant? That is an exist- 
ing  industry.   Even   for   the   existing 

irdustry, when we ask for Rs. 25 
crores, you are giving us 10 crores 
for five or six years and not in a 
particular year. What about the 
Sethusumadaram scheme, a scheme 
which connects both East and West 
Coast which was started in the year 
1886 and the matter was completely 
forgotten after that; the file was 
shelved. Mr. Venkataraman, because 
he belongs to that area, and he was 
the Industry Minister there, he re- 
membered about that scheme and 
while going through the entire shelf, 
he found that file which said some- 
thing about Sethusumadaram scheme. 
Every year, not a single Session 
passes -when we do not mention this 
particular scheme. We are talking 
about a scheme which will connect 
the East and West Coast. But they 
do not think anything about it. They 
have never thought about it at the 
time when they frame these Five 
Year Plans and allot money to the 
States. Never have they thought 
about the implementation of Sethu-- 
sumadaram scheme. Not only that, I 
would like to mention two or three 
things and I hope the Chair will 
allow me to do it. I will finish in two 
or three minutes. 

What about the power situation? 
Did you not mention, Mr. Finance 
Minister, that you are going to allot 
more amount—in fact one-third of 
the total you are going to spend on 
development of power and energy. 
With an increase in generation of 
power and energy, we can solve the 
entire problem of implementation of 
the Seventh Five Year Plan which is 
completely dependent on that. Sir. 
here is a letter issued by the Industry 
Department about pig iron allocation 
for all the States. Delhi have been 
alloiied 12,000 tonnes. I am very 
happy because you have allotted 
12,000 tonnes for Delhi, the capital of 
this country which has a population of 
75 crores. This city has seen the en- 
tire history of India and so I am 
also very glad when you allotted 
12,000 tonnes for it, for which 105 
wagons are sanctioned. Even though 
this particular matter belongs to the 
railways,  when  I  speak  about  imple- 
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mentation of the Five-Year Plans 
during which they spend money on 
transport also, I am right and I have 
a right to speak about this matter. 
For Delhi, tor lifting 12.000 tonnes 
they have allotted 105 wagons. For 
Madhya Pradesh they have allotted 
7,000 tonnes and 75 wagons. For 
Maharashtra they have allotted 48,000 
tonnes and 200 wagons. But, for my 
poor State of Tamil Nadu, a State 
which is situated nearly 1.200 to 
1,300 miles away from thi;s capjital 
city of India, they have allotted 
66,000 tonnes. I am very happy that 
they have allotted us this much. But 
the number of wagons allotted is 
only 55. For a State which has got 
only 48,000 tonnes, they have allotted 
200 wagons but, for my State which 
is allotted 66,000 tonnes, the allot- 
ment of wagons is only 55. And, even 
out of these 55 wagons, they have 
given only 32, saying that there are 
no more wagons. Why are the wagons 
not provided to lift the material from 
one place to another? My State is in 
the southern part of the country. 
The tip of the nation is at Kanya- 
kumari in my State of Tamil Nadu. 
If you come there you can see the 
three seas kissing each other, you 
can also see the magnificent sunrise 
and the moonrise. Such a beautiful 
State is neglected. Yotr are not giv- 
ing us the necessary wagons. If we 
got wagons we can take coal there. 
If we can take coal there, we can 
improve our power position and if 
we can improve our power position 
we can improve our industry. While 
on the question of industry, Mr. 
Minister, they have selected some 
backward districts in this country 
for starting industries but not even 
a single district has been selected in 
my State of Tamil Nadu even though 
it is a very very poor State. We do not 
have natural resources like- Andhra 
Pradesh or water like Karnataka—1 
from where my honourable friend, Mr. 
Gurupadaswamy comes—and our poor 
State is completely neglected. In the 
matter of allotment of wagons for the 
transportation of coal and other mate- 

rials and also in the matter of selec- 
tion of a backward district in our 
State! for starting industries we have 
been neglected. 

When we talk about all these 
things, kindly do not think that we 
would not come forward for the im-" 
plerrientation of the Five-Year Plans. 
We are with you, Mr. Minister, and 
we are with the Government and we 
will take  up the joint responsibility. 

Finally, before I conclude, I would 
like to tell you one thing, ^ave a heart 
ant! have a soft corner for my State?' 
We are very poor people coining from 
a very poor State in the country. We 
are branded as second grade citizens. 
Let Let come forward and join you as 
first grade citizens. I hope the hon'ble 
Minister, with the blessings of our 
hon'ble Prime Minister, will take up 
the entire responsibility of improving 
Tamil Nadu, a poor State. Even 
though you are spending more than 
Rs. 1,80,000 crores, there is no proper 
distribution of wealth. Unless and 
until there is proper distribution of 
wealth and proper distribution of all 
the benefits, I don't think you can 
achieve the goal—the goal of socia- 
lism. 

Thank you, Sir. 

SHRIMATI PRATIBH \       DEVI 
SINGH PATIL (Maharashtra): 
Honourable Vice-Chairman. Sir, the 
much-awaited and important docu- 
ment of the Seventh Five-Year Plan 
has come up for discussion before 
this House. Thisi Plan addresses it- 
self to fight against poverty and 
achieve self-reliance within a speci- 
fied number of years. It is a stupen- 
dous task to fulfil which the Govern- 
ment has the determination, and if it 
is supported by the determination of 
the people and the Opposition I think 
it would be possible for us to achieve 
the  objective. 

What   are  the  main   objectives   be- 
fore  this  Plan?  The  main  objectives 



 

or priorities  are food,  work and  pro- 
ductivity.  Sir,  I  was  listening  to  the 
honourable   Mr.   Chatterjee   Irom the 
Opposition, when he was talking about 
poverty. He tried to say that poverty 
was  increasing   instead  of  decreasing 
during  the    last    years,  and  he  also 
remembered   God.   Sir,    as   far   as   1 
know.   Marxists   and   Communists  do 
not believe in God. But since he has 
remembered God, I would like to tell 
him    that    even    during the time  of 
Lord    Krishna    when     Sudama,    his 
friend of childhood, went to see him, 
he had no gift to carry with him, and, 
therefore, he had to take only a hand- 
ful of raw rice to give as present to 
his  Lord.  Ultimately    when  he  came 
back,  he  saw that the   whole village 
had     turned     into     a   golden   village. 
Swarna   nagri.   But   we   do not have 
any divine power in India. We do not 
have even  any magic power  to  fight 
poverty.  The only way we  can  fight 
it is in  a planned  process,   and  this 
planned process  is  a  gift  which  ha.s 
been    given    to  our  country by  late 
Pandit   Jawaharlalii.   Indira   Gandhiji 
nurtured it, nurtured the  seed which 
was   sown   by   late   Pt.   Jawaharlalji, 
and the sappling has grown now into 
a tree. We have now to see that the 
flowerings of the tree turn into fruits 
so  that  we  are   able  to   alleviate the 
poverty,    raise    the    incomes of  our 
people and see that social justice and 
economic  justice  is meted out. 

Sir,   he   also    mentioned   about  the 
public   sector   and   also   the   party   to 
which he belongs. He cannot think of 
two sectors going along together, the 
public   sector   and  the  private  sector. 
But I would like to remind him that 
not only    have we  to achieve this    pro- 
gress, prosperity, social and economic 
justice without force but we have to 
achieve    it through a    democratic    way. 
No   totalitarian     way   or   dictatorship 
is allowed in India.  We do not want 
to bring it in India. So, it is a demo- 
cratic  process  in   which  the  progress 
could  be  a little  bit  slower,  but  we 
are   all  committed  to   democracy.    It 
is   the   democratic   way.    Within  the 
framework of democracy we want to 

achieve it. Sir, we have also to 
achieve it without disturbing the 
integrity and integration of our ce 
try. We have to keep democracy in 
tact. We have to, keep the integration 
of the country also in tact. Sir, I 
would like to mention here that India 
has achieved it during the past years. 
The efforts of disintegration of India 
have failed, and the world is witness. 
It has seen tne historical achieve- 
ment of this country which is the 
biggest     democracy    of    this   planet. 

Sir,   we   are   facing   a  lot   of  stum- 
bling  blocks,   lacunae,  defects,   so  far 
as   going-ahead   is   concerned.   How- 
ever, the main stumbling block before 
us  is the  increase  in the population. 
I would rather say, it is the explosion 
of  the  population.    Unless   and  until 
the explosion is curbed, it will again 
create  problems    for   us.   The   nume- 
rous new mouths    which  are  coming 
are swallowing  all  the  fruits  of the 
progress    which    we    are    trying to 
achieve. These new mouths are reck- 
lessly coming '.very month. 
every         hour         and    every minute 
in our country. I would say that even 
every second it is being added to our 
country. Unless  and until it is curb- 
ed,  unless  and  until we  try  to  have 
a multi-pronged attack'—not attack in 
another sense—unless     and until we 
have  different  schemes    to   fight  this 
menace of  the increasing population, 
it  will be    very    difficult    for  us  to 
achieve the goal of progress which we 
are contemplating to achieve. 

Sir,  I  remember,     somebody     had 
said rather jocularly that we in India 
should follow the ideal of Lord Kama. 
Lord Rama   had   only two children— 
Lav    and Kush.    We all of us should 
follow this ideal of having two child- 
ren.    If we do    not follow this ideal, 
people will  be  required to  follow the 
ideal of Hanuman where nobody will 
be having the right to have any child- 
ren in this country. Though it is said 
jocularly.     I would rather say, it is      a 
serious    fraud    and it    requires to be 
meted out. I would rather like to sug- 
gest one child per family. If we are re- 
quired  to  spend  all incentives    more 
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than what we are spending now, we 
should think of that very seriously. 1 
know that we want to go in a volun- 
tary way, but not in a compulsory 
way. Therefore, if the incentives for 
curbing new births are not there, 1 
think, we will have to face again lot 
of difficulties. Even if we spend 
Rs. 2,000 for preventing one birth, it 
is worthwhile. Because by preventing 
one upnecessary birth, I say unneces- 
sary birth, we will be saving Rs. 10,000 
per person. When the child grows up 
you are to make ail the facilities for his 
education, well-being and necessary 
amenities. I suggest to the Govern- 
ment that they should consider my 
suggestion very seriously. 

I am told that in the villages some 
voluntary workers are going to be sent 
and these workers are going to very 
huge. I think it is probably one or 
two for every village. This would 
really employment to some of our 
people. But I do not know, how far it 
will be successful. 

Sir- in the Sixth Five Year Plan, the 
aggregate growth target achieved was 
5.2 per cent. Now during the Seventh 
Five Year Plan, we want to build its 
edifice on this achieved target, that is, 
5.2 per cent, at the average annual 
rate of 5 per cent in the economy as 
a whole, output of agriculture in 
terms of value added 4 per cent and 
Industry 8 per cent. Now, so far as 
the industry is concerned, the policy 
in the Seventh Five Year Plan is to 
restructure this industry with high 
technology and efficiency. Sir. it is 
necessary if the traditional methods 
of technology is proving obsolete and 
we are not in a position to increase 
our output to bring efficiency in the 
manufacturing process with the help 
of high technology. No matter what 
others have to say, we should go in 
for high technology. Criticism will be 
there always- We know that there is 
wider criticism, when our Prime Min- 
ister spoke about high technology and 
bringing in computers. But no matter 
what is the criticism,    we    must    go 

ahead with this high technology to in- 
crease our efficiency and production. 
Unless and until we do that, we are 
not going to have increase in our in- 
dustrial output. 

Sir, here I would like to remind the 
House that during the olden times 
when Britishers came to rule and took 
possession over India, our rulers had 
all the brave and they were strong 
and had confidence to fight but they 
had traditional weapons to fight with 
the Britishers. At that time Bri- 
tishers had modern guns and our 
rulers were not known about these • 
modern guns and they were at a dis- 
advantageous position. That is why we 
had to submit to the Britishers. There- 
fore, high technology is the need of 
the ho.ur. No matter what one says. 
Our Prime Minister should go ahead 
with this technology. 

So far as agriculture is concerned, I 
would like to pay compliments to our 
Pri^p M;nister and also the National 
Development Council as there is a 
shift, the shift from the highly capital 
intensive industrial sector to the less 
capital intensive agricultural sector 
and on rural industries. Sir, the base 
of agriculture has been broadened by 
providing the infrastructural facilities 
of development, irrigation, roads, mar- 
kets, credit, new technology dry and 
rain-fcd farming, afforestation appro- 
priate prices and procurement. Now, 
as the Hon'ble Minister was reading 
out his speech, he talked about bring- 
ing some restraint on the subsidies. 
I do not know whether these subsi- 
dies are being reduced or stopped to 
these areas where we want to go for 
increased output and productivity, i.e. 
in the rain-fed area and the dry land 
farming. I would rather suggest, you 
may think of cutting down the 
subsidy but not to these areas because 
these areas are the basis where we 
want that the productivity has to 
grow. That is going to improve the 
rural economy and unless and until, 
dry land farmers are provided with 
fertilizers and credit facilities, no 
amount of efforts are going to increase 
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the productivity of that area and 
therefore, I would like to urge on the 
Government that no subsidy would be 
curtailed so far as these farmers and 
these areas are concerned. I do not 
want to say about other areas because 
they are well developed areas and 
probably, they do not need it also. 
But if you want to achieve these ob- 
jectives, it is a must and even the 
credit facilities have to flow from the 
Government, whether it is a State 
Government or a Central Government, 
it does not make any difference so far 
as farmers are concerned. I would 
rather request that the credit faci- 
lities and the input facilities should 
be given so that intensive agricultural 
development prospers and ushers into 
these areas where it is most needed. 
Sir, the Plan document says, regard- 
ing the agricultural production, the 
target is about 178 to 183 million ton- 
nes. Sir, it is not the target which has 
been fixed, which is 50 per cent higher 
than what it was in the Sixth Plan 
period. What is important is not target 
but the way and the method by which 
this target is proposed to be achieved. 
It is the balanced growth, region-wise, 
crop-wise and class-wise this balanced 
growth is expected to be achieved 
and that is Sir, very important. In the 
past, Sir, 15 per cent as the Plan 
document says, I won't read it out be- 
cause I do not know how much time 
I do have. I would not* go into what 
the Plan document says? I would 
rather like to make it more quick. 
I would rather say what the Plan 
Document says about: accelerating the 
growth of agricultural output, reduc- 
ing annual fluctuations in output and 
correcting the regional and inter-crop 
and inter-class disparities. Another im- 
portant feature, it says. Such a pattern 
of growth can give necessary impetus 
to rural development through a dis- 
persal of agro-industries. Sir, I would 
like to mention here.  (Interruptinn). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. P. 
KAUSHIK): Try to summarise please. 

SHRIMATI PRATIBHA DEVI 
SINGH PATIL: The Plan document 
itself says that this agricultural output 
which we all talk about was achieved 
only by 15 per cent of land which was 
under the foodgrains. It was 15 per 
cent land which was under the food- 
grains and which was endowed with 
all these facilities and 56 per cent 
goal was achieved and therefore, I 
would say that the small and marginal 
farmers, who have been kept in view 
in the Seventh Plan, is a very impor- 
tant thing and I do congratulate the 
Government for not forgetting them. 
Not only for not forgetting but to put 
more stress try to provide more for 
them and make the weak farmers in 
the rain-fed areas strong and that will 
make our economy strong. That is the 
moot point where Government will 
have to lay more stress. Sir, there is 
a lot of opposition for giving highur 
prices to the farmers for their agri- 
cultural produce. But in some fields 
we will have to give it and I would 
rather suggest that foodgrains, pulses 
and oilseeds are the major commo- 
dities where we must give protection 
to the farmers. And we must have 
buffer stocks also for these things. To 
combat inflation, it is necessary that 
we must have buffer stocks and we 
must also have suitable fiscal policies. 
We must also take utmost care and 
make the utmost economy in the non- 
Plan expenditure. If we try to I00K 
into these things, I think it will, to 
some extent, help us to curb inflation, 

I would again urge upon the Govern- 
ment: please gear up the administra- 
tive machinery through which we 
want to put this Plan into practice. 
There are a lot of loopholes, defects 
and a lot of corrupt practices which 
have crept in. A lot of dishonesty has 
also crept in. So I would like to know 
what are the plans for putting our 
administrative machinery on a sound 
footing. We are going to put in huge 
amounts and also Herculean efforts 
through this Plan. Unless and until 
our administrative machinery is strong 
enough to take the burden of these 
huge    amounts    and these Herculean 
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f'llorts,  it  will not  be possible for us 
to  percolate  the  effects   and  the  suc- 
cess of the Plan and the fruits of the 
prosperity to down below, to the wea- 
ker sections of the people. Therefore, 
Sir, as you have    already    ring the bell, 
I   would   like   just   to   sum   up.     The 
Seventh Five   Year  Plan marks the    be- 
ginning    of    a  revitalising era in the 
development strategy of our economy. 
The  programme  of  development  dur- 
ing the Seventh Plan is set against a 
growth   perspective     adopted        for     the 
next 15 years. That perspective is that 
by the end of the century.  India will 
become  a modern  and  technologically 
progressive  economy with an expand- 
ing capacity to provide the basic mate- 
rial  requisites     of   well-being  for   a3] 
people. This Plan has been formulated 
and   will   be   implemented   under   the 
courageous    and    able    leadership of 
Shri Rajiv Gandhi. Sir. he has shown 
foresight and has planned it in depth 
to  do  away with the  inherent weak* 
nesses of our economy.    In    this    coun- 
try we have to give science and tech- 
nology   an   adequate   role  to   play   so 
that India  becomes  a  strong, modern 
and developed country.    I would only 
pray to  God to bestow    his    choicest 
Massing upon Shri Rajiv Gandhi and 
give him a long life and success to put 
into    practice    his    dream of Future 
India.  Most   heartily  I  would  like  to 
support  the  Seventh  Five  Year  Plan 
which   has    been   well   thought   out. 
Once again  I thank you, Sir. 

DR. SHANTI G. PATEL (Maharash- 
tra): Sir. because Nehru was not 
nerely a visionary but also a practical 
jerson, he envisaged what was going 
o happen in this country and what 
vere the conditions which required to 
>e handled if proper economic deve- 
opment was to be achieved in this 
ountry. Because it is a vast country 
ind densely populated also, and tha 
ountry had not the resources which 
ountries like Russia or America had— 
: had a high man-land ratio also— 
le decision was taken, and taken 
eliberately to move in our demc- 
ratic way and in a planned way, too. 

i That was an unique experiment, wiich 
is being carried on in this court J.v. 
I am happy to say that we have 
ceeded- may be up to a point, bi 
are moving in the direction which we 
had charted out when we started with 
the  Plan. 
This   discussion   ^r-vides   an   occa- 

sion   for  an   assessment   of  what  has 
happened  or  what  has  been the 
come of the previous Plans,  and 
an  occasion   for  improvement   as  far 
as  the  future  planning  is concerned. 
Thus,   it,   both   looking   into   the   sast 
and    looking    into the future become 
cincvitable.  Looking   into  the future      as 
envisaged   in   the   Seventh  Five  Year 
Plan one could have no quarrel; 
matter of fact, one would like to 
come when certain    basic    objec 
like poverty removal,    social    system 
based  on equity  and justice,  creation 
of a modern society and self-reliance, 
are  placed as our goals. Again,  these 
can   be   spelt   out   further.  As   it   has 
been stated, we want to achieve drink- 
ing water for  all,  at the  end  oi the 
Seventh Plan, or by the year 2000, tbat 
is  the long-term  perspective—liquida- 
tion    of    poverty,  elimination  ot  illi- 
teracy,  providing  certain  basic  needs, 
high rate of economic growth, moder- 
nisation   or  getting  new     technology. 
etc.    These are the  aims with which 
one could have no differences. But the 
one million dollar question is:  Is the 
promise    going1     to  be matched  with 
performance?.    If    the    past    is any 
indication,     I   would     only   quote  Dr. 
Adiseshaiah, a noted economists    who 
said   that  the   experience   has   been— 
seeming  unbridgeable     gap     be  , 
what he has termed—"growing and a 
planning     and     performance", 
nothing  in  the  Plan  to   convinc a   me 
that the experience is going to be the 
other   way  round.  This   is  something 
which has to be borne in mind. It is 
possible to paint a very good p. 
but the important thing, the real chal- 
lenge, is to implement. In this context 
we   have   to   see as to what  are the 
policies,     what  are  their  contents, in 
the Plan.   The policies  and strategies 
which    are    going    to be adopted, to 
achieve  this   particular  goal.  We   are 
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where we were. I am very sorry to 
say that one does not nnd any heart- 
ening thing which can take us fur- 
ther. I would refer to what the Deputy 
Chairman of the Planning Commis- 
sion has said quoting Indiraji: 

"The measure of the Plan is not 
the intention but the achievement, 
not the allocation but the benefit." 

It is just from these standards we 
have to see where we stand today. If 
we look at the picture of the Indian 
society as it comes before our eyes, 
it throws in our eyes straight off that 
there are about 50 per cent of the 
people below the poverty line. There 
are some who are going to raise their 
eye-brows as to whether so many are 
under the poverty line. I will deal 
with it a little later. As far as drink- 
ing water is concerned, according to 
the World Bank Report. 41 per cent 
people are lucky to have it; some in- 
crease may be made during the 
Seventh Plan. As far as excreta dis- 
posal facilities are concerned. 20 per 
cent of Indian population is lucky to 
have them and only 2 per cent of the 
rural population have access to such 
basic amenities. As far as cereal con- 
sumption is concerned, it has risen 
in 30 years, from mere 350 to 400 grns. 
As far as illiteracy is concerned, over 
50 per cent, over 30 crores of people 
are still without any knowledge of 
letters and figures. Unemployment is 
another story which unfortunately is 
so disheartening that one may as'K 
what we have achieved at the end of 
the 35 years of planning process. The 
story is the same in education—75 per 
cent of the primary schools do not 
have proper buildings, 40 per cent 
have no black boards, 70 per cent of 
children have no books. 80 per cem 
have no lavatory facilities. It is again 
the same sad story in health. If you 
visit the primary health centres, you 
do not find the doctors; if you find a 
doctor, you do not find the drugs or 
it may be the other way round. Mal- 
nutrition is rampant. That is why 
lakhs of our children become victims 
oi several diseases. Actually, the other 

day the Finance Minister himself was 
making a claim regarding India's 
faster growth rate compared to other 
countries and all that. We are also 
leading the world and that is in res- 
pect of blindness, leprosy, tuberculosis, 
mental retardation, and such other 
diseases which unfortunately abound 
in this countiy. As far as rural electri- 
fication is concerned, with which I 
will deal a little later, the same sorry 
tale runs. Regarding shelter, the next 
year is going to be an International 
year for shelter for the Homeless. We 
have so many homeless people and 1 
hope to see that we would be able tc 
house all these people. I am saying 
this because the Minister in charge 
of this portfolio is also sitting here 
in this House now and he has made 
this promise publicly. 

Now, a point may be raised, as 
somebody has already raised, that we 
do not have the Sudama's bowl. But, 
certainly, we have got the "science 
and technology" in the form of a bowl. 
and certainly, we have got Sudama in 
terms of "human resources", crores 
and crores of people that we have in 
this country. If these two are properly 
matched and properly used, I think w( 
can do wonders which we are craving 
for. 

Now, what has been the experience 
of the past?  Karnataka shows us th* 
way. They have been able to dig with- 
in two years     1983.—85, 29,000    bore 
wells,  what  was   the    performance    dur 
ing    the    last    32 years prior to thi 
period    in    that    very    State? It wa 
54.518.  It means  170 per annum      a 
against   14.500,  the  present     perform 
ance  is   eighty   times   more   than   th 
performance in the past. This has bee 
possible  in     one     particular     Janaf 
ruled.    Staie.    What is necessary   is   tt 
will   and if there is a political will 1 
take   care   of   these unfortunate one 
we can do that. But what one findg : 
the Plan is  that  there  is  no  hope 
all.   May   I   ask   the   Minister in i 
humility    as  to   what Is the hope,    wt 
is  it   that   Ihe  poor    and     the    sufferi 
people  can     expeet from  this    particu 
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Plan? Probably, words, promises and 
nothing else can flow Irom this Plan. 
I say this because the way in which 
the promises have been made on every 
page, it appears that we are going to 
have "Swarga", if not by 1990, at least 
by 2000. A.D. in this country, and is 
this going to be the case? 

I would also like to refer in this 
context to another thing. We are talk- 
ing of malnutrition. I would only refer 
to one thing and it is this that as far 
as our pulses consumption is con- 
cerned, which is very important and 
to which I will come later, the Plan- 
aing Commission or the Plan itself 
has not been able to say much. But 
what is the consumption? Now, the 
availability of pulses was 70.4 gms. in 
1956 and the availability now is 41 
gms.  in  1984. 
1 am referring to all these facts only- 
far the reason that we are living in a 
:ountry where there is not one society, 
where there is not one India, but we 
ire living in  a  country   where  there 
are   "two   Indias".    Mr.  Ramakrishna 
legde very correctly  said that there 
ire two Indias one in which all the 
joor and the suffering are living, and 
he other India is one where all the 
>lite  people,   the  modern  people,   are 
iving, people who consider themselves 
tiuch advanced. Sir, these people cons- 
itute  hardly   about  twenty  per  cent, 
But they try to monopolise everything, 
'hey are trying to have  all the con- 
umer goods and all the luxury goods, 
'hey try to behave in a way as if a 
ew culture  is  being born. I do not 
now whether the Plan refers to this 
ulture.    But it is being   born and is 
eing nurtured by such Plan proces- 
es   so  much  so  that the  benefits   of 
le Plan are going into the hands of a 
ev and, unfortunately, to the greatest 
isadvantage   of  the poor  people. 

Coming to the question of poverty 
le, to which I must make a refer- 
ee, I am sorry to say that the figures 
at are being given out by the Plan- 
ng Commission    from time to time 
2 not correct at all. It appears, I am 

sorry to say this, that they have be- 
come the mouthpiece of the ruling 
party or the Government which they 
should not be. I would expect them to 
behave independently and give their 
own views. But that does not seem to 
be happening. A number of eminent 
economists have challenged these 
figures and they have given cogent 
reasons as to why these figures cannot 
be correct. I may give you one or 
two illustrations, small illustrations. 
Take the question of price rise. How 
do you expect the poor people to get 
over the poverty line if the price rise 
is going to take place at the rate at 
which it is already taking place? It 
will only add to the price rise and not 
to its reduction. It is not only a ques- 
tion of general price rise. Take the 
steep price rise case of essential com- 
modities which are very necessary ior 
the sustenance of life, ordinary human 
life. How will they have two thousand 
calories which is neeessary'1 If you 
look at it from this point of view, it • 
is not possible at all. 

Then, Sir, take the standard of mor- 
tality rate also. That also is not go- 
ing down. So, this is another indica- 
tion as to why these things are hap- 
pening. One can give many reasons. 
I just refer to some eminent econo- 
mists. Myself being a doctor—I am a 
doctor, but not a Doctor of Econo- 
mics—I would like to refer to views 
of these people, as Dr. Adiseshiah has 
called it '-poverty fiasco". That is how 

he has' termed it. Then the late 
3 p.M.    Dr. Raj      Krishna     is there. 

Prof. Ramachandran is 
there. A number of people have 
gone into this particular problem. 
This is one aspect. This has to be pro- 
perly tackled. As somebody has said: 
what is a plan? A plan is laying down 
of priorities and marshalling of re- 
sources and handling them in a pro- 
per way, in a proper direction. If that 
is the idea, to me the growth rate 
should not be the priority; to me trie 
priority will be the removal of the 
sufferings of these people, about which 
there does not seem to be a hope. I 
know there is concern this; in 
fairness,  I must i        that.   But  there 
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is not that "seriousness of concern"' 
which is required according to the 
situation that we are faced with. 

Then, regarding the planning pro- 
cess, I would say that one of the rea- 
sons why we have been failing is that 
it is centralised, rather over-centra* 
Used planning. It is not brought for- 
ward to the 'mandal' level. As the 
Asoka Mehta Committee on Panchayat 
Raj Institutions pointed out, the basic 
grass roots have to be developed, have 
to be taken into confidence, have to 
be involved in this process, not merely 
in the preparation of plan but also 
the implementation of the plan. Then 
we can achieve success, then we can 
get these problems solved. This is a 
reality. Otherwise we shall be where 
we are, and I don't think we will be 
able to make any progress, or make 
a tardy and slow progress. 

Then hon. Member who preceded 
me said that democracy is slow. I am 
sorry I do not agree with that speaker. 
We are slow because we are not go- 
ing in the right way. I think that 
through democracy also the goods can 
be speedily delivered, and it is possi- 
ble to do this if we go in the right 
manner. 

I would now refer to the poverty 
alleviation programme, like to say 
that this allocation has been left at 
10.9 per cent and social services ii 
16.3 per cent, whereas it should have 
been much more. Again, so far as 
these poverty alleviation schemes are 
concerned, there is a plethora of them. 
I take a test. If I ask the Planning 
Minister how many such schemes are 
there, he just cannot name them, be- 
cause there are so many of them. So 
the remedy is to integrate them, bring 
them together, and make the States 
responsible, give them money, the 
wherewithal, so that they can imple- 
ment. This should not function as 
what is called a centrally sponsored 
scheme. 

In this regard, the planners' own 
Study Group says that the identifica- 
tion has been wrong. As the Prime 
Minister has been saying day in and 
day out, during the Sixth Five Year 
Plan the poorest of the poor have not 
benefited. This is an admission which 
one should take into account. Things 
are going to remain as they are. I 
am afraid, Sir, that the Stuation will 
not only improve but will worsen, it 
we do not change some of the policies. 

Then. I would refer also in this con- 
text to the NDC (National Develop- 
ment Council) I believe that there has 
to be a democratic process at all 
levels. That is why this particular 
institution is to be properly democra- 
tised. I would go a step furthur, as 
to who is to become a member of the 
Planning Commission. A certain num- 
ber of nominees of State Chief Minis- 
ters should also be there. The Deputy 
Chairman also should be appointed 
in consultation with them. There 
should be periodic meetings. Only 
then we can be assured of success. 

There is no time to go into all the 
aspects of the Plan. But regarding 
financing of the Plan, I would cer- 
tainly like to point out that it ap- 
pears, from whatever experience is 
there of the public sector, that there 
does not seem, to be particular hope, 
to expect some miracles in that parti- 
cular sector. I am one of those who 
have been connected with the public 
sector for a long time, both on the 
labour side as also the employers' 
side. I can say that there does not 
seem to be any seriousness to set right 
the maladies that are there. But one 
thing I would like to emphasize, and 
that is about tax evasion and conceal- 
ment. If the Government properly 
moves without fear or favour, I think 
this can be tackled. Kirloskars are one 
instance. I think there are many 
sharks like this. These big sharks 
have to be caught and trapped. You 
have to, see that the money that they 
have concealed is revealed and pro- 
per accounts are taken. I may men- 
tion that probably the treatment met- 
ed   out   to   Mr.   Kirolsker was rough. 
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He is so aged. But that does not mean 
that his house should not have been 
raided and you should not have taken 
action against him. 

It is in this context that one has to 
think of foreign loans and deficit- 
financing. Well, in the situation in 
which we are placed. 1 do not think 
we can escape foreign loans. But we 
can certainly limit them. 

How, I come to deficit-financing and 
price  rise.   I   would   particularly   like 
to refer to price rise because the whole 
apple cart would be upset, if it goes 
beyond limit. There would not be any 
apple in the cart if the price rise con- 
tinues   to   take  place   at   the  rate   at 
which  it   is   taking   place   during   the 
few    decades.    Of    course,    the 
Finance   Minister   has   been      making 
claims  that after the last budget, the 
is   not   that   much!  But he cer- 
tainly admits of a rise. If he does not 
control the pace at which it is taking 
0, at is going to be terriffic. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. P. 
KAUSHIK):  Please  conclude  now. 

DR. SHANTI G. PATEL: I am not 
asking for the time which the Seventh 
Plan requires. Mr. Nirmal Chatterjee 
spoke for 43 minutes. Mr. Mohana- 
rangam spoke for 42 minutes. What 1 
was referring to is that this price rise 
has to be taken care of. Deficit-financ- 
ing ig one of the factors which is go- 
ing to affect it with the money sup- 
ply that is going to take place. In this . 
respect, I would like to refer to the 
report of Prof. Sukhamoy Chakra- 
varty who is eminent economist. Not 
only eminent economist, he is the 
Chairman of the Advisory Economic 
Council which the Prime Minister has 
constituted. May I know from the 
Minister what steps is he going to take 
as far as his recommendations are 
concerned? He has given a warning. 
He has analysed the whole system 
about deficit-financing and money sup- 
ply and has made certain recommen- 
dations.  The  experience  of  the  Sixth 

Plan shows that deficit-financing is al- 
ways under-estimated. It was expected 
to be about 5000 crores and we have 
landed with 13170 crores. Por the 
Seventh Plan, it is said to be 14001) 
crores. I am afraid that even with this 
figure we might get into the red and 
if that figure increases, then God help 
us. 

In this context. I may also refer to 
infra-structure which, I believe, is also 
important. Now, power is important. 
But one is shocked to learn that there 
are plants which work to the capacity 
of 10 per cent in this country. This 
is given in a reply to a question in 
this very House that there are plants 
which are working with only 10 per 
cent capacity. What is the average 
performance? It is 50 per cent. If we 
are able to increase this performance 
and see that transmission and distri- 
bution losses are reduced consider- 
ably, we may be able to achieve all 
the production and all the growth pro- 
bably with much less outlay than what 
we are spending today. But there does 
not seem to be a "serious concern" 
about this particular aspect. I know 
that certain plans have been sugges- 
ted. I know, and Sir, you are also 
aware that a number of times we 
have been told by the Minister or at 
least the predecessors of the present 
Planning Minister and the Finance 
Minister, that we are doing this thing 
and that thing in the power industry, 
steel industry, technological renova- 
tion, this and that. But we have found 
that in practice nothing has happened. 

Coming to transport- I would like 
to refer to the urban transport. In our 
country; urban transport is something 
which serves the national economy. 
In all the countries of the world 
urban transport is something which 
is subsidised. It is in our coun- 
try that it is being burdened with 
more and more excise duty or some 
other duty or on oil, tubes and tyres. 
This particular sector is not being 
exempted. I would suggest that this 
whole sector should be exempted as 
far as this duty is concerned. 
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Coding to debt position, it is going 
to be nearly 1,00.000 crores, both inter- 
nal End external put together, and we 
will be required to make heavy repay- 
ments during the Seventh Plan, in- 
cluding the rise from 2943 crores to 
3791 crores at the end of the Plan in 
loreign exchange. How are we going 
to fir-d this money, and much more so. 
if this Infra-structure, particularly the 
power, is going to behave as it is do- 
ing today? 

That is why it is necessary that we 
have to increase the productivity and 
create other resources by utilising the 
man, the human resources which we 
have in this country. An idea was 
thrown out that we should have a 
"land army" and should create produc- 
tive resources not merely in the urban 
areas but also in the rural areas. Un- 
fortunately, we have so far not built 
up such a structure which can take 
care of this human potential and 
Which can help us to a considerable 
extent. 

There has been now a lot of talk 
about removal of controls, licences 
and permits. I am not against it. They 
should be where they are absolutely 
necessary. But complete removal or 
the way in which it is being done in 
certain spheres is something which is 
pregnant with grave dangers for achi- 
eving the planned development, parti- 
cularly for developing the regions 
which are backward. It is necessary. 
This is an instrument in the hands 
of the Government, which needs to 
be utilised properly, and can be utili- 
sed properly, if the persons who are 
in charge o'f it go about it in a proper 
way. This is the only way in which 
we can prevent the concentration of 
economic power. There are certain 
priority areas and certain non-priority 
areas. I would like to know from the 
hon. Minister as to what policies exact- 
ly they propose to follow during this 
Plan period so that this difficulty does 
not arise. 

Sir, I may. refer to the public sec- 
tor.      I would only like to, make out 
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lie sector is not being "downgraded," 
but the private sector is being "up- 
graded". What I find is that there is 
a definite "Tilt towards the Private 
Sector." The figures speak for them- 
selves. In the Sixth Plan, the ratio 
of public sector to the private sector 
was 53 to 47. It has come down to 
48 to 52. that is, 52 is for the private 
sector. That is one of the indications. 
There are other policy matters like 
liberalisation and the way in which a 
number of multinationals have been 
able to find an access. This is some- 
thing against which our present in- 
dustry has been protesting. They have 
been finding an access. I am not 
against the multinationals as such. I 
will be very frank and can did about 
it. But the way in which you select 
is very important, and in what sphere, 
in what industry and in what techno,- 
logy. All these have to be worked out 
so that they do not become the mas- 
ters in the country; otherwise, they 
will put us into hot soup as they have 
done in a number of other countries. 
This is also important because our 
small sector cannot be taken care oi 
unless we follow a proper    policy. 

I would like to refer to another 
point regarding black money. There 
has been a Government report. The 
main observation has been that it is 
the public contract system, it is the 
public expenditure, which is generat- 
ing most of the black money. There 
does not seem to be any reference as 
to how these things are to be con- 
trolled so that this curse which is 
more than anywhere else in the world 
could be checked. This is an obser- 
vation of Mr. Vino Tanzi of UNO— 
no,t mine. Because we want to com- 
pare ourselves with other countries 
and that is why I am pointing this 
out. This is his observation after 
studying the condition in various dev- 
eloping countries. He has come to this 
conclusion that black money genera- 
tion here is more than any other coun- 
try in the world. This is one record 
that we hold as far as black money 
is concerned. 

Coming' to the employment, because 
a reference has been made, I would 
like to say, still correct figures are not 
available. There is not merely unem- 
ployment, Sir, as you are well aware 
there is also a lot of under- 
employment which also keeps the 
people poor. They are not able to 
get the basic needs, the minimum 
needs which a human being requires. 
In this context, I would refer to the 
figures, because a lot of claim is be- 
ing "made regarding removal of un- 
employment and about poverty line. 
These are their own figures. I refer 
fa the educated unemployed on the 
live registers of our 720 Employment 
Exchanges spread til o«r the countiy 
In 1980, at the beginning of the 
Sixth Five Year Plan, there were 15.;j 
million people; the figure has risen to 
24.2 million by May 1985 which means 
that a rise of 60 per cent has taken 
place. This is the real performance 
which the Sixth Plan has shown in 
this respect and, I don't thing the 
Seventh Plan is going to be anyway 
different. Here again, the emphasis 
would have to be o.n rural develop- 
ment It is thus that we can also get 
rid of this migration to cities which is 
an indication of unemployment and 
poverty. 

I would also refer to another topic 
which was specifically raised by the 
previous speaker. That is about tech- 
nology. Persons of my persuasion are 
in favour of technology modernisation. 
We would like to have the most upto- 
date technology, not tomorrow, even 
today, at this moment. But at the same 
lime. I am afraid in the circumstan 
in which we are placed, with the 
population that we have in the coun- 
try and the stage of our development, 
We have to be selective. We have 
only "appropriate technology at the 
appropriate place." Because this is 
a space age, we cannot start running 
into space; we can keep in touch 
with that science but we cannot ad- 
opt everything. Here, in my opinion, 
there is no real transfer of techno- 
logy.    In  technological   collaborations 
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all technological processes and equip- 
ments, everything is imported. There 
are a lew exceptional cases where 
this thing does not happen. The in- 
dustrialist here wants to, make quick 
money and the multinational does not 
want to reveal (he technology. So, 
both interests come together and that 
is how they have been doing it. There 
has been a study in Singapore and 
Malaysia and they have come to the 
conclusion that this mindless import of 
technology is playing havoc with the 
jobs. This is important in the con- 
text of unemployment that we have. 
If you are going to do it in a hurry 
and in a haphazard manner, the re- 
sult is obvious. 

I will give you a    concrete    instan- 
ce which, in my opinion, is relevant to 
it.     That is this HBJ—Hazira-Bijapur 
Jagdishpur Project, where, our      own 
experts, the Engineers    India Limited 
and Gas      Authority    of    India who 
know the job very    well,  and      they 
have been now appointed consultants, 
had worked out the whole plan    and 
were  going to involve  Indian     concerns 
so that we could have made an     ad- 
vance. Not   only  that  we     would 
have  absorbed  certain technology but 
we might have got the opportunity io 
innovate.    This opportunity has    been 
lost  unfortunately     because  we  have 
decided  to have     a turn-key project. 
Now, a French consortium and        an 
Italian consortium are competing with 
each other ior this and there is a con- 
troversy    in the Press about    this.   I 
am interested    in neither of them.   I 
would have preferred,—may be a little 
delay,  may     be  a  little     mistakes—I 
would have given chance, opportunity, 
to these Indian people so that we are 
able to get the  real    technology and 
we are able to make real advance as 
far as the technological field is    con- 
cerned.  I would say that the    policy 
in this regard also has to be properly 
guided  and  properly     controlled.   As 
a matter  of fact,  we  should  have    a 
National     Technological  Development 
Plan.      We should work according to 
that policy. 

As far as agriculture is concerned, I 
wish them well! I wish everybody 
well! We have to attain four per cent 
growth. I do not want to go into the 
details. I would refer to only two 
items edible oil and sugar. What 
is our performance?. In spite of the 
promises to perform better from year 
to year—my leader at that time from 
Bombay, Mr, S. K. Palil, who was 
also the Minister here, made "promi- 
ses"—I have been hearing "promises" . 
from all Ministers since those days, 
since the last three decades- 
sugar imports  are increasing. 

In regard to edible oil, I am t 
that import is going to be worth Rs. 
4,575 crores as far as the Seventh 
Five-Year Plan is concerned. Will it 
not be advisable,_ desirable, to utilise 
this money for irrigation and for 
various other projects so that we can 
increase edibl? oil production or pul- 
ses production. There also, in -pulses' 
the story is the same. In the case of 
pulses, it was 11.82 million tonnes in 
1970-71. Then, we reached 13.04 in 
1975-76 and for the reasons best 
known to the Government, it has 
again slumped to 12.65 in 1983.84. So, 
this is the advance or the achievem 
as far as agriculture is concerned. 

THE    VICE-CHAIRMAN   (SHRI M. 
P.     KAUSHIK):    Please       cont: 

DR.  SHANTI  G.  PATEL:      One  or 
two points more. Now, again I wc 
like to  refer to  urbanisation. This  is 
going  to  be very important  as 
as the coming years    are concern 
The Planning    Commission has given 
figures that  by  2,000  A.D.  it  is  going 
to be 32 per cent.    What are  - 
ing about it?   Whereever urban; 
takes place, decay that sets in.     Car 
cities,  towns,  are  stinking  at  present. 
Whatever      standard     you    take,    whe- 
ther it is drinking water, whether it is 
transport  or     sanitary     arrangerm 
whatever it is, the story is the some 
failure.      Now,     what  are we  doing 
about it? Do we no.t know which areas 
are going to be urbanised? Is it 
possible to plan in advance? Is it not 
possible to plan out things in advance 
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and properly and see that these things 
are done according to that plan? Un- 
fortunately, the party in power has 
not been doing it. I belonged to the 
Congress Party al that time Even my 
ice was not listened to. In fact, 
right back in 1969, we suggested crea- 
tion of New Bombay, across, on the 
other side of the Thaha creek. They did 
nol listen. The Chief Minister at that 
lime did exactly ihe opposite. He created 
ihe Baekbay Reclamation which has led 
to the ruin of Bombay city. That is 
why, I would say that various factors 
have to be taken into account, includ- 
ing ihe indus t r ia l  locution policy, so 
that the work goes on properly. In 
this  context,     I  would     suggest  that 

Btres like Bombay should not be 
given step-motherly treatment. They 
are contributing considerable revenues 
to the exchequer. When we go to the 
Planning Commission, they say that 
they cannot give any special treatment. 
I am sorry to say, I do not want any 
>-ial treatment nor any favour. 
Bombay's economy is not important 
ior Bombay or Maharashtra. I 
would lik© to submit with all respect 
that it is important for the national 
economy. If Bombay city goes to dogs, 
the national economy is going to suf- 
fer. It is for this reason that I. 
pray and say that due attention should 
given to cities like Bombay so 
that they are able to continue contri- 
bution, which they have been making. 

In  regard to     population.  I      have 
thing    else to say    except, to   support 

what the previous    speaker has said. 
This should be seriously    taken care 

Then,  about  shipping.     J-Iere is  an 
'ort unity. At present,  about 30 per 

cent of the trade is going through the 
ian   bottom. We   are   trying to 

11  to 50 per cent.    There is rcc- 
on in shipping all over the world. 

is  the    opportunity     to     acquire 
cheap shipping tonnage. But what do 

find?    By  the     Seventh     Five- 
•■■  Plan, it is  estimated that there 

will be zero growth. The suggestion 
that has been made, the target that 
has been fixed is so low that it is not 
going to help us. We are going to 
lose an opportunity which is round 
the corner and through which we 
could have  helped  the country. 

As far as self-reliance goes, be- 
cause that is the main objective that 
has been talked of—because there is 
shortage of time—I would only like 
to refer that we have to be very 
careful as far liberalisation of import 
policy is concerned or foreign colla- 
borations are concerned or giving 
domestic opportunities to foreigners 
as well as technology transfer. In this 
sphere there does not seem to be—> 
again, I would repeat the same 
phrase—that "serious concern" which 
ought to have governed the formation, 
of the  Plan. 

Lastly. I would like to refer to the 
Centre-State relations. I have already 
made indirectly a reference to this. 
This is something which is important 
because we have accepted a federal 
Constitution and a federal set up. Left 
our planning, bath in respect to pre- 
paration and implementation also, be 
in a federal way. Sir, one-third of the 
population is ruled by non-Congres* 
people. They are our own country- 
men. They have a stake in the Plan. 
I don't doubt their bona fides. They 
want this country to advance and 
probably become the first country in 
the world. Let us take them into con- 
fidence. Let us give them the feeling 
that they are involved in the pro- 
gress, they are partners in the pro- 
gress, Unless we give them this feei- 
ing. I do not think we can get the 
desired  results. 

Regarding market borrowing also, 
the same situation has arisen. When- 
ever these people take overdrafts and 
are not able to clear them, severe 
punishment is sought to be given to 
them. What does the Government of 
India do?. From whom do they borrow 
money? Not from households. As 
Sukhomoy  Chakravarty  report  shows. 
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hey     take    money    mainly  from the 
banks  and the main  bank that gives 
money  is the Reserve Bank ot India. 
So, you are taking money at a lessee 
rate     when     that money  could have 
been put to use in another form and 
ton   better   progress   of   this   country. 
Again, this deficit financing, as I said, 
is  another  clever way.  Can the  Gov-" 
ernment cf India be asked  any ques- 
tion if they do not pay the legitimate 
es   to   the   States   concerned?   They 
"scot  free'. 

While concluding, I would like      to 
say  that  the picture one gets is that 
this is a    "Plan    of    wrong    emphasis 
1 repeat—it is  a ''Plan of wrong em- 
phasis."     If   we   have   to   compare   It 
with a ship, it is a "ship with a wrong 
•compass."  If we  have  to  compare  it 
with     a     plane,     because   our  Prime 
Minister  himself   is   a   pilot.   I   would 
say that it is a  "plane with a  wrong 
navigational aid." And if we have to 
compare it with a rocket, because we 
have  to  go  into  the  twenty-first  cen- 
tury,   it   is   a   '•rocket   with   a   wrong 
directional equipment." The goals  are 
all right, but the paths that we have 
chosen   are  something     which  cannot 
land us into 21st century as we want 
io land.  We would land with "hand- 
loom   and   automatic   loom."   What     1 
would    like    is  that  there  should  be    . 
"powerloom   along      with      automatic 
loom".  This is the way in which the 
things have to be managed. This pic- 
ture  of  "Two-India"    is  to  be  elimi- 
nated. Jawaharlal Nehru told us, and 
inspired   us  rightly,   that you  people, 
who    are    at    present  living  in  this 
country,   must   be   prepared   to   work 
hard and still suffer, because the peo- 
ple who  are going to  inhabitate  this 
country in  future,  the future  genera-, 
tions may gain. The whole generation 
is over, but poverty is on the increase. 
As far as fruits of planning are con- 
cerned,   they   are   going   far   and   far 
away from     us.   One  colossal  failure 
which I have noticed is the  adminis- 
'rativ« failure, whether it is IRDP pro- 
gramme  or any  other programme,  or 

whether    it is the ques Lion of    adminis- 
tration   of  controls,   licences  and  per- 
mits.     It    is  the   combination  of 
bureaucrat,  the     politician     and 
businessman   which   ruins   the   policy. 
Though    the    idea    was good  in 
system,  its  execution  is  very  bad.    I 
would,,   therefore,   submit   that   there 
has  to  be   an   efficient   administration 
and  proper     decentralisation;      there 
has to be a set-up of institutional 
tion   and, proper   capacity   utilisation 
so that we  are  able to  get  over 
difficulties  in  our way. 

Lastly,   I   would   submit  that  th 
should   be   evaluation     of  every  pro- 
ject,     of     whatever     has   been   done. 
This  evaluation, may I  submit  in  all 
humility,    should    not    be done by a 
Government agency, nor by the Plan- 
ning Commission  agency, but by out- 
side independent  agencies  so that 
know the  facts.  This   controversy  re- 
garding poverty line should not h 
been there because these  are  surveys 
which   are  guided   surveys,   they  lead 
us  into  wrong direction. 

And  lastly,  I  would  like  to  ask. . 

THE'VICE-CHAIRMAN     .SHRI     ' 
P. KAUSHIK): How many "lastly" 
want   to   have? 

DR.  SHANTI  G.  PATEL:  Just  in 
minute I shall conclude. I would  Ii 
to say again if the ship is to be  | 
on   the   proper   path,  let  us  have 
proper   incomes   and  wages  policy   in 
this country. If we are to be abl 
achieve the goal which was laid dov 
not now, but many many years ba< 
by no less  a person than Jawahar 
Nehru,  and I am sure, 
to  achieve     that  goal  through dec 
tralisation     and  political     consensus    a/1 
over  the  country,  his  soul at least— 
because    he    must     watching  u; 
also, he was  a part of this House 
one time-well feel satisfied that 
are  moving  speedily  in   the   direel: 

in   which  he   had   hoped   they  wou 
Thank you. 

SHRI  SANTOSH     KUMAR     SAHU 
(Orissa):  Sir,  the  Seventh Five  Year 
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Plan document which is before this 
House Ior discussion is a very impor- 
tant document because it lays down 
priorities for the progress and deve- 
lopment of the country for the com- 
ing five years, with a perspective of 
growth over 15 years to reach 2000 
A. D: contrary to what my previous 
speaker has said, I do not see any 
danger that the ship is on the wrong 
track. There is sufficient elbow room 
and if any wrong cracks develop, 
these can be corrected by the cap- 
tain. We have confidence in him and 
he need not have any apprehension 
because in economic policies in the 
world there are lot of differences. The 
perspective is different from person 
to person. But in India after the 
launching of the First Five Year Plan 
in 1950-51, India became a pioneer in 
launching five year plans in the Non- 
Aligned countries and with the com- 
pletion of the Sixth Plan, except for 
three years of rolling Plan, and the 
beginning of the Seventh Plan, plan- 
ning has reached a stage where we 
are much better off than we thought 
of  much  earlier. 

In the Foreword to the Plan docu- 
ment, the Prime Minister, who is 
Chairman of the Planning Commis- 
sion, has clearly said that the Seventh 
is to pursue our basic objec- 
tives of removing poverty, building 
a strong and self-reliant economy and 
creating a social system based on 
equity and justice. The Plan outlines 
our objectves and priorities for 
the next 5 years within a longer term 
perspective of economic and social 
development. This Plan document 
states how we can augment our re- 
sources, where we can maximise the 
benefits to the poorest people, for the 
removal of poverty. These are ques- 
tions of priorities, without which we 
cannot progress. 

Planning    has    become    a  part  of 
Indian life. It is  a path of progr-. 
it is a way of life. There is no going 
ba»* from it. People cannot conceive 

of a life without planning and invest- 
ment for future. 

Now coming to the very important 
point, I would say that the Seventh 
Five Year Plan has laid stress on 
productivity. That is very essential 
because we cannot distribute poverty. 
That was the 18th century thought 
that without giving proper importance 
to it, whatever we have got within 
ourselves, we will distribute it. That 
will mean more distribution to poverty 
than removal of poverty. So it is a 
very important that according to, the 
progress of the age we give import- 
ance to higher productivity. Probably 
without that we cannot satisfy the 
millions and millions of people who 
are waiting as to how the Plan achi- 
evements could give them food, water 
and other social benefits, without 
which probably there will be mount- 
ing frustration, creating tensions in 
the country, which will create an 
enormous problem. For that we can- 
not wait for a longer time. So the 
Seventh Plan has rightly pointed out 
the areas where the priorities are to 
be given. Removal of poverty, creat- 
ing employment and other important 
things have been thought of. 

At the same time while we have 
launched the Five Year Plan, we must 
have elbow room. If we have to re- 
move the stagnating economic posi- 
tion, we must try to improve upon 
it. If there are certain deficiencies, 
though the document has been fina- 
lised, we must think over these while 
discussing it. 

Now, prio'- to the Sixth Five-Year 
Plan, if we look at the thirty years 
of planning from 1950 to 1980, the 
average growth rate was 3.5 per cent 
and the gross domestic product was 
1.5 per cent only. It was only very 
impressive. Of course, the Planning 
Commission, in its document, has 
said that the achievement in the 
Sixth Five-Year Plan is really five 
per cent but, in comparison with 
other developing countries of the 
world and to meet the aspirations of 
the people it might    not be    a very 
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high figure. But we have to see cer- 
tain things here. The ratio of our 
land the sown area of land per per- 
son, is going to. decrease because of 
the growth of population every year. 
We arc proud in claiming that we 
have achieved self-sufficiency 
in foodgrains, we hare 
sufficient buffer stocks and our Green 
Revolution has achieved some- 
thing miraculous which all the world 
has praised. In 1951-1955, we cannot 
imagine, what sort of insults were 
thrown at us by other countries when 
we were going about with a bagging 
bowl to get food for our people. Now 
that situation is over and we have 
sufficient buffer  stocks. But if we 
analyse the Plan document, here they 
have rightly pointed  out that  15 per 
cent  of  the  area  contributes  to      50 
per  cent  of  increase     in  foodgrains. 
So, there is the economic law of dim- 
inishing returns  operating     here.    As 
has been rightly pointed out  in    the 
Plan  document,  it is  necessary    that 
while there  are States where  agricul- 
tural   production   has   not   picked   up, 
where  the irrigation  potential is  low 
and where the  Green Revolution has 
not ushered  in new     hopes in      the 
mind of the agriculturists having the 
traditional way of life, it is necessary 
that   the   Planning   Commission  must 
assert  and  have  a  new     programme 
for them,  that  is,  the  eastern-region- 
States     comprising     of     Bihar,  West 
Bengal,  Assam.     Orissa     and others. 
These ara  the States where the agri- 
cultural  production—rice   production- 
has not picked up    to the extent ex- 
pected.      Not  only     that.  There   are 
three   important   other   factors   which 
also  affected the fo»d  production     in 
those  States   and     they     also  should 
be   taken  into     consideration.    There 
the whole question is of the vagaries 
of nature, the uncertainty of rainfall, 
natural      calamities      followed   every 
year either by drought    or flood  and 
cylone.  Their     devastating     effect is 
well known  and  it  is  discussed       in 
this House regularly. 

Now, viewed in the   perspective   of 
2000 A.D., if our population increases 

at the present rate we will have a 
population of one billion, that ls, 
one thousand crores roughly, by the 
end of 2000 A.D., and to feed our task 
would be too much because it re- 
quires greater production of food 
Every inch of land in India, what- 
ever is available for cultivation, has 
to go in for high-yielding varieties 
and better irrigation facilities and so 
grains, we have sufficient buffer stock 
the Planning Commission must lay 
special   emphasis  on  these   areas. 

Now  coming to  industrial     produc- 
tion, the Plan document has emphasi- 
zed that in the Sixth Five-Year Plan 
we expected the industrial growth to 
be higher and it has achieved, in cer- 
tain cases,  a higher rate    of growth. 
But they expect in the Seventh Five- 
Year Plan  a growth    rate of 8.5 per 
cent because they  say that the inter- 
nal  resource   generation  by  the  pub- 
lic  sector has been very low and    it 
has  created  a  big economic     void in 
the' whole growth of the country. But 
I would like to say that it might not 
be possible  because,  when we  analy- 
se,  when we analyse    the    industrial 
growth of our country, from 1950    to 
1965 the average growth rate of ind- 
ustrial  production     was  much  better 
than from 1965 to 1966. What are the 
factors?   Let  us   analyse.   The   factors 
are, firstly, power failure.    Whatever 
was expected     of energy, in thermal 
power  production     and   hydel  power 
production  they  have  miserably  fail- 
ed, as a result of which the industry 
had  suffered.  Then  there  is  manage- 
rial inefficiency  and  the  high cost of 
heavy administrative     set-up  in    our 
industries.      Sir,  I would like to tell 
through you that it is high time the 
public  sector undertakings     have      a 
gigantic shift in the higher    echelons 
of economic life of the country. There 
is  no  doubt  about  it.      Every  leader 
emphasised  it,   every party  emphasis- 
ed.      But, at the same time.  I would 
like to tell you Sir,    that it is time, 
time has  come, when    the     manage- 
ment must be responsible for the pro- 
duction. Recently the Bureau of Pub 
lie  Enterprises  which was  giving      a 
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report on every public sector under- 
taking has been merged with the In- 
dustry Department. It was an inde- 
pendent organisation which was ana- 
lysing the function and efficiency of 
any public sector undertaking. In 
what direction are we going? It is 
very important that there must be 
proper evaluation. It is not that if 
there is headache, you should be 
hacked. Public sector undertakings, 
especially in the key sector, have 
pushed India to such a high position 
that no country can threaten us. That 
was the policy which was pursued 
by Jawaharlal Nehru, the father of 
Indian planning. That, we have to 
carry forward because India cannot 
go, he said, before other countries at 
the time of crisis. Sir, I am giving 
you an example. Only yesterday the 
Prime Minister inaugurated the Kal- 
pakkam Fast Breeder Reactor. That 
is one of the six in the whole world. 
It has been indigenously built. No 
other country in the world has put it 
to commercial use. It is not that 
' we cannDt develop our science and 
technology by the scientists we have 
got in a ir country. It is high time 
that we give impetus to, the local 
scientists and technologists. It is more 
necessary for agricultural science in 
the eastern zone, especially the Rice 
Research Institute, the agricultural 
universities. They must also come in 
extension work. It should not be 
diverted to Blocks. The Block Officers 
are not properly trained in high- 
breeding seeds and other things, they 
do not know the high-yielding pattern. 
So, it is very difficult for them to in- 
ject it into the minds of the cultiva- 
tors. It is very important that such 
things should also be taken very seri- 
ously so that all the areas of the coun- 
try must deveop so that we can pre- 
pare ourselves for the 2000 A.D. for 
food production. That is one of the 
important things. 

Then, another important thing has 
been pointed out by many of the 
speakers.  Continuous     unemployment, 

underemployment has created perpe- 
tual poverty in our country. Specially 
now-a-days we have come to a stage 
when unemployment of educated youth 
has been created. It has risen to such 
a staggering height, and it has created 
a void in the whole economy and is 
creating frustration in our cauntry. 
It is very necessary that we must take 
perspective planning. Education must 
be correlated with perspective plan- 
ning, so that no man who has attain- 
ed higher education, spending a lot 
of money, must have a proper employ- 
ment source, without which probably 
the Plan will*Eail. That is the benefit 
in the socialist countries. I have visi- 
ted the USSR and other countries 
where a man who is trained in eng- 
neering, when he comes out ol the 
college with a degree, is given a job. 
Here we have created engineers, doc- 
tors, who are roaming in the streets. 
I do not say that you should offer 
them jobs. Let there be a source for 
them to, get meaningful employment 
and engage themselves in productive 
function, without which probalr plan- 
ning cannot take advantage ot our 
technical manpower which we have, 
which are almost a fourth or A fifth 
in the whole world. This is i very 
unfortunate sector which we have not 
neglected in our planning. It should 
be given proper importance. 

Then, coming to another important 
point, I would like to say about the 
regional imbalance. All the six Plans 
have already been completed: I feel 
that the inequalities, the regional 
inequalities are growing more than 
decreasing. Accorcfing to Mr. O. P. 
Mathur, at the current rates of regio- 
nal growth, in the year 2000 A.D.- 20 
per cent of the people, that is, 180 
million, out of 900 million, y/ill be 
living in the region of extremely low 
level of economic development- ind 25 
per cent, roughly 225 million, would 
be slightly better off. This shows how 
the regional imbalances would in- 
crease. The rich people are growing 
richer, and poor people are getting 
poorer. This is  one of the important 
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aspects on which we have to give em- i 
phasis. Distribution and social justice, 
we want to combine so that better 
life, happier life can be created? It is 
neeessary that this should be looked 
into. 

We see the industrial concessions 
and other things for backward States- 
which have been given according to 
the Report of the National Committee 
on the Development of Backward 
Areas. They have said that the bene- 
fit has not percolated down to the 
industrially backward areas. The 
Pande Committee further said that 
most of the districts which received 
the benefit are in close proximity to 
relatively developed industrial cen- 
tres. According to the Committee, only 
four States were benefited; and other 
States were neglected especially the 
chronic backward areas in the East- 
ern region covering Eastern U.P.. 
Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal etc. In 
spite of abundant natural resources in 
these States, they were not properly 
tapped. The development of infra- 
structure has been very poor. 

In the    development    of    transport 
and railway system,  we follow a Bri- 
tish legacy to connect our metropoli- 
tan  cities  wheh   are  the   agencies  of 
our growth.  We know that power is 
one   of  the  important  factors  in  the 
development  of any  country.  Far  ex- 
ample in Russia after the 1917 Revo- 
lution every village was electrified. So 
that would increase the industrial out- 
put.   We  should  follow this   example. 
I  saw  a  question  relating to   region- 
wise power capacity utility and instal- 
led capacity by 31-3-1985. The answer 
given was that in the northern region 
and  wastern region     nuclear    power 
was nil. We know that nuclear power 
is  a  very  important  factor.  Similarly 
in the case of the eastern and north- 
earsteru     regions     there     is  nothing 
though there  are large     deposits     of 
coal.    The    electricity    generated    ls 
6566.95 MW which is much below that 
of  the  other  regions   of  the  country. 
So how can you  expect  development 

 without these infrastructural facili-, 
ties?. How can you expect that thfe 
economic planning will succeed? How 
can you remove the backwardness of 
the Eastern region in particular ana 
the whole country in general? 

In the Seventh Five Year Plan, if 
we see for 1989-90 what is the expect- 
ed generating capacity of atomic, nu- 
clear power in this area? It is nil. 
Though thorium and uranium are 
available in this area, the plana* 
have not considered this question. The 
planners have ignored this area. 
Should they not look into this aspect? 
This dark horse will pull the econo- 
mic development and eat away all the 
benefits of the entire country. So it is 
the responsibility of the planners to 
see that these areas also develop on 
par with the other States of the coun- 
try. If planning has to be very suc- 
cessful, we must have a second look at 
the matter. 

Now coming to the point of people 
living below the poverty line. I would 
like to give    two    statistics,    because 
there is not much time. We  expected 
that by the end  of the Seventh Five 
Year Plan there will be people living 
below  poverty  line  to  the  extent  of 
25.8    per cent.    But    at  present  the 
highest is  in  Orissa. About  67.40 per 
cent   of  the  people  are  living  below 
Ihe  poverty    line. That    is    highest    in 
India.  I  hope the planners  will take 
note   of  this  largest  number.    So    I 
would   say  there   are   deficiencies  in 
the planning.  The  planning has been 
highly  centralised.     The decentralisa- 
tion of the planning is a must for an 
even development of the country.    It 
is   the  question  of  utilising  local re- 
sources   for  the   development   of  that 
area. Unfortunately,    in  our planning 
though there are  some  good policies, 
there is much leakage in the preced- 
ing    plans.    As    a result of this, the 
benefits which were to  accrue to the 
poorer sections of our society through 
IRDP  and  RLEGP  have  no,t  reached 
them.  I would  say that the  adminis- 
tration is not proper. We have no pro- 
1    per evaluation. In the plan document, 
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there are several grounds which have 
been recorded by the project evalua- 
tion committee. It is high time that 
there was some proper agency for 
planning in every district. There 
should not be merely a pious wish. 
These are the. very impoxtant things 
which we have to look after, if we 
want to ensure the success of our 
Seventh Five Year Plan. Then alone 
we can remove backwardness and era- 
dicate poverty in our country and 
bring prosperity to everybody. This 
planning has occupied a very signi- 
ficant place in our country and if we 
compare our country with other coun- 
tries in terms of production- then na- 
turally, we have to accept certain 
norms by which productivity in the 
country can be increased. Actually, 
Mr. Malcolm Adiseshiah, has told in 
this House in the last Session and I 
remember it that the Agriculture 
University in the backward regions, 
where agriculture has not developed 
and food production has not picked up 
should be geared up. In those areas, 
farmers must be given latest imple- 
ments, high yielding wariety of seeds, 
fertilizers, irrigation facilities, credit 
facilities so that they too can enjoy 
the benefits of the green revolution. 
Sir, I would like to tell to the Hon'ble 
Minister of State for Planning that 
there should be a perspective planning 
for the educated youth of the country 
so that the youths, who are at the 
moment, undergoing training courses 
in the University- when they come 
out can be employed properly. 

Because, if they do not get any job 
after completing their studies, it will 
create frustration in them. Assam, 
Vidarbha, Jharkhand in Bihar, these 
are some of the black spots of back- 
wardness n our country and unless a 
special stress is laid in the Plan docu- 
ment for the all round development 
of these backward areas- and unless 
the benefits reach the common man, 
this Plan document is not going to 
solve their problems. This will be a 
big fraud on the country and it will 
create frustration among the educated 

unemployed youth. In the political 
analysis, whether we see Punjab, that 
is a different case, but in Assam or 
in Vidharba which we discussed some 
days before and Jharkhand in Bihat, 
we have seen that these are the black 
spots of backwardness and these 
black spots will eat away the benefits 
of the whole country through social 
tensions unless planning is done sys- 
tematically for the development of 
these backward regions so that they 
cannot share the benefits of economic 
development equally. Then, people's 
mobilization is absent in the Plan. We 
have 70 crores of population. How can 
they be mobilized to, harness the na- 
tural wealth of the country? How can 
they create more wealth for the coun- 
try? If that kind of idea was injected 
into them- that would have created a 
vast potential for us. We have a buffer 
stock of foodgrains of nearly Rs. 3,500 
crores of wheat and rice. We are using 
it fo,r employment but that must be 
brought into the fabrics of infrastruc- 
ture development. Whether you joint 
Ganga with Cauvery, that is a diffe- 
rent matter. You took 15 years to 
create a canal system. Had their been 
planning for people, people would 
have been imbibed with a new hope 
and that would have created a much 
desired effect and we would have bene- 
fited by it. So, with these words, I 
think, our dynamic Prime Minister 
had brought out a new perspective in 
this Plan to prepare ourselves for the 
21st century and I hope, India will 
march ahead and planning will bring 
more economic development to the 
poorer people of this country. Thank 
you. 
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Q. What is the way out for the public 

sector if there is such a tight financial 
squeeze? 

A. Some public sector company might 
raise share capital from the public com- 
panies like Hindustan Machine Tools, 
Bharat Heavy Electricals and some 
others, I have not yet considered this sug- 
gestion but we should consider it. It is 
good if such companies can attract share 
capital from the public. 
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SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAVRAO 

JADHAV (Maharashtra): Mr. Vice- 
Chairman, Sir, 1 thank you very much 
for giving me this opportunity to 
speak on this very Important subject. 

Firstly, my friend from the Oppo- 
sition, Professor Nirmal Chatterjee, 
has expressed his doubts and asked 
how, with a meagre production of 
fertilizers, we are going to achieve 
the food target by 1989-90. I am very 
proud to, say that in the year 1984-85 
we had a production ot about .'1917 
million tonnes of nitrogenous fertili- 
zers, about 1.3 million tonnes of phos- 

 phatic fertilizers and we could achieve 
the    target    of    153 million tonnes oi 

I foodgrains. By the year ending 1989- 
90 we have made a total provision of 
6.5 million tonnes of nitrogenous fer- 
tilizers and 2.2 million tonnes of phos- 
phatic fertilizers. I am sure we can 
achieve not only 178 million tonnes 
of foodgrains but also would surpass 
whatever we have fixed as the target 
for the Seventh Five-Year Plan. 

■Secondly, my friend, Dr. Shaati 
Patel, has said in his speech that there 
are two Indias—one rural India and 
the other; urban India. .. (Interrup- 
tion)    . 
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DR. SHANTI G. PATEL: I said poor 
India, and rich India^with persons 
like you. 

SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAVRAO 
JADHAV: You come from rich India 
and I come from poor India—if at 
all there are two Indias. But I do not 
believe in this. 

Dr. Patel defended private entre- 
preneurs. Our other friend, sitting just 
behind Dr. Patel—Mr. Chaturanan 
Mishra—said that some of the public 
sector industries are doing a very 
excellent job. If the private entrepre- 
neurs are so efficient, may I ask Dr. 
Patel why 125 textile mills had gone 
sick? They were all with private 
entrepreneurs. They were with pri- 
vate businessmen and private busi- 
nessmen are only interested in making 
profit... (Interruptions)... They 
are only interested in exploiting the 
poor and earning more profit. There 
are some public sector industries 
which may be sick but I think most 
of them are not sick. They might be 
in loss, some minor loss. That can be 
rectified by changing the administra- 
tion and management and here there 
are so many things which we can sug- 
gest. 

Now I would like to come to the 
Seventh Five-Year Plan. While formu- 
lating the Seventh Five-Year Plan 
Hon'ble Shri Rajiv Gandhi had said: 

"Development is not about facto- 
ries, dams and roads. Development 
is about people. The goal is mate- 
terial, cultural and spiritual fulfil- 
ment for the people. The humi 
tor, the human context is of su- 
preme value in  development." 

So, that is the main thing about plan- 
ning, that is the main thing about 
development. Here my hon'ble friend 
from the Communist Party spoke. 
The process of planning itself has 
come from the Soviet Union. They had 
made several Plans. When Russia was 
liberated from the Czars. Lenin 
thought, "If I cannot develop my 
country in socialistic way, if I 
cannot make my country strong from 
the  economic   and  defence  points  of 

view, the capitalistic world will grab 
'    my whole country." 

Then they have started the plan, and 
the plan has become so much success- 
ful. The Soviet Union is one of the 
supermost power in the world. Sir, 
physically by the publicities America 
can say, can claim- that it is the super 
power, it is more powerful. But by the 
figures which I know of the Soviet 
Union about the war machinery, about 
the scientific development, about deve- 
lopment in food production and its 
social structure, I am fully convinced 
that these socialistic ways of life are 
only the process of development. That 
process has been adopted by Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru. 

During these six plans, Sir, India 
did not remain backward, India did 
not remain ancient; India has become 
a modern country. Of course, disparU 
ties are there, diversities are there. 
There is unity among the diversities 
oi India. It is an age-old country. 
There is a traditional thinking. My 
friend knows. He comes from Bihar. 
Some two or three days back I was 
'reading that more black money is 
there in Bihar because whatever 
money for planning has gone to, Bihar, 
planning has not been properly exe- 
cuted, and that money has come out in 
the form of black money. What can we 
do? It is a challenge to the society. 
It is a challenge of the social struc- 
ture. That- we must change, the social 
structure basically. Then only can we 
talk about socialism. I say that our 
ycung Prime Minister, the outstanding 
'Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi, has 
fa.ten up this challenge by the intro- 
duction of new science and technology, 
the •modern technology. 

Sir- one of my friends has criticised 
that these things are coming from out- 
side. It is not the thing, Sir. Whatever 
technologies already exist outside, 
abroad, that we must take. Why should 
we entrust our labour to find out the 
technology in existence . already in 
other countries? We must take that 
technology, and in whatever is not 
there, we must do research, we must 
develop that technology, and we must 
build up a modern India. 
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Sir, the public sector outlay, 
Rs. 1,80.000 crores represent the mas- 
sive volume of public investment. It 
will place a severe strain on our 
capacity for resource mobilisation. 
But there is no short cuts for develop- 
ment, no alternative to hard work. The 
task before us is to put an end to the 
backwardness and build India for the 
future. This Plan will take us signi- 
ficantly forward towards this goal. 

Sir, removal of poverty, building 
up of a modern society, making the 
maximum possible use of science and 
technology and attainment ot self- 
reliance are the basic objectives of 
our planning in India. So, efFective 
planning must be based on the vision 
of the future. And it is there. We need 
a long-term perspective to translate 
the vision into a reality and to make 
it operational. 

Sir, food, work and productivity— 
these are the three basic principles 
of our planning. Madam Gandhi said 
in her first speech in the NDC that 
there were three important princi- 
ples—food, work and productivity. I 
say 'roti, kapda and makan.' We see 
three necessities. Then health comes, 
then family welfare comes and then 
other things come. This Plan has taken 
a perspective view of these three im- 
portant aspects of life. By making 
provisions in several fields, these three 
important ingredients should be 
achieved. Sir, the important thing is 
rapid agricultural development, espe- 
cially in the agricultural, backward 
areas, expansion of irrigation faci- 
lities, more intensive cropping and 
continuation of the employment ori- 
ented programmes such as the Na- 
tional Rural Employment Programme 
and the Rural Landless Employment 
Guarantee Scheme. These programmes 
would contribute significantly to gene- 
ration of additional employment 
opportunities in the  rural areas. 

Sir. the Plan pays special attention 
to the problems faced by more vulne- 
rable sections of our society the Sche- 
duled   Castes,  the  Scheduled     Tribes. 

women and children. As a result of 
these measures, the poverty ratio will 
decline from 37 per cent which is 
there today, 1984-85- to 26 per cent in 
1988-89. So. today the people below 
the poverty line are 273 million. That 
will go down to 211 million people, 
people below the poverty line. So, 
these are the main things. 

Nearly 31 per cent of the outlay is 
meant for energy. Energy is a very 
important factor of our development. 
Another major thrust area in the 
Seventh Five-Year Plan is human re- 
source development, Sir, we have got 
a tremendous resource, that is the 
human resource. Unless the human 
resource is mobilised India will not 
go ahead. So, the main thrust is given 
to human-resource development. The 
rate of investment is projected to go 
up from 24.5 per cent of the GNP in 
1984-85 to 25.9 per cent in 1989-90. 
Sir, planning in our country is an 
instrument of achieving the nation's 
basic goal and objectives which were 
the dream of Mahatma Gandhi- to 
wipe out the tears from the eyes of 
each and every individual in our 
country. As per the dream of Mahatma 
Gandhi we have to wage a still more 
intensive campaign against the po- 
verty. The recent experience suggests 
that by harmonising the forces ot 
modern science and technology, it is 
possible, as never before, to ensure 
that the chronic poverty need not be 
the inevitable lot of a majority of 
humankind. 

Sir, in the agriculture sector- the 
area under high yielding varieties of 
foodgrains was Increased from 35.2 
million hectares in 1979-80 to about 
56.0 million in 1984-85. It is the 
greatest achievement that we have 
done so far in the Sixth Plan. The 
chemical fertilizer's consumption rose 
from 5.3 million tonnes in 1979-80 to 
8.4 million tonnes in 1984-85. 

Sir,   regarding   rural     development, 
64   per  cent   villages   in   the   country 

have been electrified and 8.9 per cent 
more use of electricity per annum in 
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agriculture is accelerated. The num- 
ber of tractors in use are 5 lakhs m 
our country .which are equivalent to 
3.5 million drought animal power. As 
some hon. Members have criticised 
that public sector units like cement. 
steel aluminium, etc., could not show 
much progress. 

Sir, the total geographical area ol 
India is 329 million hectares. The net 
area sown is about 143 million hec- 
tares which is about 43.5 per cent of 
the total geographical area. The area 
under forests is 75 million hectares 
which is about 23 per cent. The uncul- 
tivable and fallow lands amount to 
100 million hectares. The per capital 
availability of land which was about 
0.94 hectares in 1951 has gone down to 
0.3 hectares due to increase in popula- 
tion. 

Now, what about water resources? 
bell rings) The country's average 
annual rainfall is about 110.4 cms. 
compared to the geographical area of 
329 million hectares. The total surface 
flows in India are assessed at 178 mil- 
lion hectares. Tbat is the total water 
available with us. It has been assessed 
that about 67 million hectare metres 
of surface water and 20.5 million hec- 
tare metres of ground water can be 
developed and utilised. So from this 
113 million hectares of total area un- 
der irrigation during the Sixth Five 
Year Plan, we could bring about 11 
million hectares of additional land un- 
der irrigation. In the Seventh Five 
Year Plan, our target is about 13 mil- 
lion hectares. 

THE       VICE-CHAIRMAN        (SHRl 
SANTOSH   KUMAR   SAHU):      F! 
try   to   conclude. 

SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAVRAO 
JADHAV: I will take two minutes 
more to conclude. Sir- what is the plan 
allocation for the development of ani- 
mal husbandry, and fisheries. So the 
total amount provided under this agri- 
culture sector is Rs. 10,573 crores. For 
animal husbandry it is Rs. 3,311 crores 

and Rs. 499 crores for fisheries. For 
forestry and wildlife it is Rs. 859 
crores. So, the total allocation for 
agriculture    is about Rs.  10,573    crores. 

Sir, now 1 will give analytical ans- 
wers. For rural development the total 
amount allocated is Rs. 9074 crores 
and for the special area development, 
is hat been allocated Rs. 3.144 crores. 
From the total amount Rs. 1-80,000 
allocated for rural development ls 
Rs. 90,000 crores. It is for the first 
time in the history of India that 50 
per cent of the total amount of plan 
is allocated for the development of 
the rural India. 

There are special programmes for 
growing rice in the eastern region 
intensively. For example, national oil- 
seeds development projects are also 
given proper allocation. Similarly for 
national water sheds development 
programme for rain-fed  agriculture. 

Now, I find certain deficiencies in 
the plan. In this plan nowhere it is 
mentioned as to what is the alloca- 
tion for horticulture? We know that 
horticulture is a very important sub- 
ject  of  agriculture. 

Similarly, the ecological balance is 
also a very important area. Though 
the figure given in the plan document 
is 23 per cent of the area under fores- 
try- but actually we find on an obser- 
vation not even 10 to 12 per cent un- 
der forestry.   Due to    that, the total 

ecological   i   balance     is    being 
5 P.M.   disturbed.      So, it      is      very 

essential to see that this 
programme is properly implemented. 
(Time bell rings The other important 
aspect is regional imbalance. Here in 
the Plan allocation, we never found 
anywhere that regional imbalances 
should be removed. The Budget is pro- 
vided for the backward areas. The 
Budget is provided lor agriculture. 
We have to remove the backwardness 
of these areas. But for agriculture, in 
these backward areas, there is no 
communication, there is no railway 
line. Railway line for that area is 
identified to remove the regional ink- 
balance.   We   have   discussed   in   this 
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House by Private Members Resolution 
about the statutory Board's appoint- 
ment lor Vidarbha, Marathwada, Sau- 
rashtra, Kutch, some parts of Orissa, 
and Eastern U.P. These are the back- 
ward areas and nothing has been said 
about the backward areas and regio- 
nal imbalances. Sir- I have gone 
through this volume and I have found 
that nothing has been mentioned about 
the gauge conversion and new rail-way 
lines. About Rs. 1650 crores of pro- 
jects of conversion are going on in 
the country (Interruptions). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRl 
SANTOSH KUMAR SAHU): Please 
conclude. 

SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAVRAO 
JADHAV: Sir, nothing has been said 
about this gauge, conversion and new 
railway lines. I would like to request 
the Minister to take special care of 
the backward areas, to remove the 
regional imbalances and to lay the 
railway lines. "With this, I support the 
Plan. 

SHRI SANKAR    PRASAD    MITRA 
(West Bengal):    Mr.    Vice-Chairman, 
Sir, I know that we have three speak- 
ers.    I won't    take more than seven 
minutes.  Let  us   begin  with  some   of 
the promises of the Seventh Five Year 
Plan. It says, it has three objectives— 
namely   food,   work   and  productivity. 
It is said that in 1984-85, 36.9 per cent 
of  the  population  was  below    abject 
poverty line and by 1989-90, it would 
be reduced to 25.8 per cent.    It is ex- 
pected  that  in  five years-  40 million 
jobs would be created and the number 
of  jobseekers would be 39 million. In 
other words, there would a cleaning of 
back-logs to the extent of one million. 
The planners, we believe, have taken 
into  consideration the fact    that    the 
bulk of the population does not have 
enough for their daily necessities. Na- 
turally, the ratio of savings to national 
income is below 10 per cent.    In the 
first year of the Plan, Rs. 4-000 crores 
are expected to be raised by the States 
but if we go by Press reports, many of 

the  Chief Ministers    have    expressed 
their doubts  about  their capacity    to 
meet these targets.    The Plan, it    is 
said, is oriented towards power, agri- 
culture-     rural    development,     social 
sciences  and human resources    deve- 
lopment.   The point that I want to im- 
press   upon   the  Hon'ble   Minister    is 
that a time has come to pass through 
a period of consolidation rather   than 
expansion.   I am not speaking   against 
expansion as such but emphasis   has 
to be laid on consolidation.    We know 
that productivity in industry and agri- 
culture depends, to a large extent, on 
generation  of power but  at the    mo- 
ment,  most  of the    State    Electricity 
Boards  are generating    one-third     of 
their installed capacity. There is sheer 
negligence   in  maintenance.      replace- 
ment of parts  etc.    You  may  create 
possibilities for new generation, includ- 
ing  attention  to   nuclear power.    But 
in all seriousness- the deficiences now 
existing and the negligence now prevail- 
ing have to be rectified to bring    about 
the desired results of the Seventh Five 
Year Plan. 

Coming now to agriculture, it is well 
known that the soil fertility in Punjab 
and Haryana is far superior to that in, 
say, Bihar or West Bengal. In    these 
regions also, the necessity for consoli- 
dation has become more  acute.    Irri- 
gation potentials already created, ma- 
jor and minor- have to be fully    and 
more  efficiently  utilised   than   at  pre- 
sent for improvement of soil fertility. 
Thirdly,  the  acid  test through which 
the Seventh     Five Year    Plan    has    to 
pass is the creation of employment op- 
portunities.    The Approach Paper lays 
emphasis   on modernisation and     sophis- 
ticated  technology in industries     like 
cement,   textiles, jute,    paper     and    iron 
■   and steel.    The revolution in the field 
of    electronics,    computers,    micro chips 
and communication js also bound    to 
affect the life-styles hereafter.    But I 
see no justificaion for import of fore- 
ing technology for soft luggages or for 
cigarettes like Rothman's and  Chester 
field. 

j        The unemployment problem in this 
thickly  populated   country  cannot   bo 
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[Shri Sankar Prasad Mitra] 
overcome, let us be clear once and for 
all, by overlooking the Gandbian doc- 
trine of labour-intensive production 
and the theory of "small is beautiful". 
Our attention has, therefore, to be con- 
centrated obviously- if we have to do 
away with unemployment, on agricul- 
ture, irrigation, small and cottage in- 
dustries. 

Sir, generation of resources would 
be a problem in the Seventh Five Year 
Plan. It is not so easy to reach the 
figures that have been indicated in the 
Plan, and Rs. 14,000 crores of deficit 
financing may upset the Plan calcula- 
tions to a very large extent. Tighten- 
ing of tax collections is necessary. 

It should always be remembered 
that the States are co-partners in the 
building of a prosperous India. If the 
States are taking up the attitude that 
planning is the responsibility of the 
Centre and the Centre alone, and the 
States are to indulge in populist pro- 
grammes only, the entire planning pro- 
cess is likely to fail. I hope the hon. 
Minister will take note of these warn- 
ings and ttke adequate precautions s» 
that the Seventh Five Year Plan may 
really meet with success.   Thank you. 
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"Monopoly is the enemy of social- 
ism. To the extent it has grown 
during the last few years, we have 
drifted away from the goal of so- 
cialism." * 

 
"The percentage of persons placed 

in employment out of these 235 Iakh 
job-seekers is not available. How- 
ever, the number of job-seekers pla- 
ced in employment through employ- 
ment exchanges during the Sixth 
Five Year Plan was 23.2 lakhs. The 
percentage of these pacements to the 
job-seekers registered with the em- 
ploymnt exchanges during the same 
period is  7.4 per cent." 

 
"The poverty ratio will decline 

from 37 per cent in 1984-85 to less 
than 26 per cent in 1989-90. In ab- 
solute terms- the number of poor 
persons is expected to fall from 273 
million in 1984-85 to 211 million in 
1989-90." 
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Recently, a declining trend has been 
Observed in the employment of women 
labourers. Some of the new technolo- 
gies have displaced women from many 
of their traditional activities. 
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(THE VICE-CHAIRMAN, (SHRl 

PAWAN KUMAR BANSAL) in the 
Chair.) 

SHRI K.    VASUDEVA    PANICKER 
(Orissa):  Thank you.     Sr. for     calling 
me. 

Planning means visualisation of a 
certain development that has to take 
place in a country within a particular 
time. But this process of visualisa- 
tion of planning requires a mind of 
imagination, a mind of commitment. A 
person with imagination, a person with 
commitment to certain development of 
a given society can only make the 
planning succeed. When we discuss 
about the planning and the success-of 
I the planning process in India, we have 
to think about the great architect of 
India, that is, Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru- who was the pioneer, who was 
the creator of the planning process in 
India. Before 1947, in the pre-Indepen- 
dent India, after coming from Oxford 
when Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru was 
moving around in the villages among 
the villagers, putting his hands on the 
shoulders of the poor people of this 
country, he was looking aro.und to see 
what exactly was going on in this 
country; he was seeing nothing except 
poverty, except slavery. So, his mind 
was brooding, he was sad for the poor. 

Seeing across the barriers of India 
the development the Western world 
had brought about as a result of the 
industrial revolution that had taken 
place in Europe, because of the revo- 
lution that took place under the leader- 
ship of Lenin in Russia- Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru decided, as a man 
of comprehension, as a man of imagi- 
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nation, aa a man of compassion for the 
poor people, that if at all India    be- 
came independent, if at all India be- 
came free, then   the   free India would 
have a certain sort of development and 
)    that development    should   redeem the 
poor people from the destitution and 
poverty. Because of this comprehension 
of the great leader, Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru, the   architect  of  India,  before 
1947,  who had been working     among 
the poor people of this country    and 
whose heart was brooding for the poor 
people of this country because of his 
thinking and imagination, creation    of 
the planning process in India took place 
in India. And today it is due to this 
planning in India that we are standi- 
ng somewhere.    Let  us see what we 
inherited at the zero hour of the 
between 15th and 16th of August 1947. 
At the zero hour the people of India 
were inheriting a country which   was 
totally   emaciated,   which   was   totally 
stricken  bare  by  the  foreign powers. 
The people of this country were starv- 
ing, their heads were sunk in mud and 
shame.     The   country  was   absolutely 
lying in poverty. This was the India, 
the  mother  India which the    people 
inherited  from  the  foreign  power   in 
1947.   And that India is no more there 
today in 1985.   In 1985 you are seeing 
a   totally   different-   entirely   different 
motherland, India.    That    motherland 
is a country which has come up eco- 
nomically,  that  motherland  has  come 
up as a country which has progressed 
industrially and has advanced in   the 
agrarian field.    That country has pro- 
gressed in the technological field,  that 
country has progressed in the scientific 
world. Today India stands as the tenth 
industrial nation of the    world.    It is 
the fourth technologically     developed 
nation in the world.    In the field    of 
scientific development India stands as 
the third in the world and today India 
is producing sufficient quantity of food 
material to feed the poor people    of 
this country.   And all this is an achie- 
vement of planning.   This is the achie- 
vernment of planning alone and this is 
the  achievement of the    thinking    of 
Pandit   Jawaharlal  Nehru     and  then 
Shrimati  Indira   Gandhi   and  because 

o,   the     Government headed    by the 
Congress party of this country.   If you 
want to understand the difficulties of 
planning, meanng and purport of plan- 
ning-  you  have  to understand  a  cer- 
tain phenomenon.    What is the exact 
problem of the people of India? What 
is the exact difficulty of the people of 
India?    The exact difficulty and prob- 
lem of the people of India is that India 
has to shoulder the maximum respon- 
sibility  of  protecting  the     maximum 
number of people.    It has the highest 
density   of  population   in   the   world. 
What  is  our    geographical    position? 
Our geographical position is that India 
is   l/12th of the United  States,  l/6th 
cf the USSR and l/3rd of the Socialist 
China.   If that is the position, it means 
that USSR is six times    bigger    than 
India, USA is  12 times bigger    than 
India  and  China,    our    neighbouring 
eountry,   is   three  times   bigger    than 
India.    And take the population  and 
then compare the population ratio- the 
proportion   of  people  in   relation     to 
land—the     man-land     proportion.    If 
you  take that,   India  has  to  feed 
people   at   a  particular    given    place 
v.here the United  States  has to  feed 
only  one    person.    When    President 
Reagan has got the responsibility    of 
giving food  to   a    single    individual. 
Prime 'Minister Rajiv Gandhi has got 
the responsbility of providing food for 
32 people.    This is the problem which 
India is facing.   When Gorbachov has 
to feed only one person, Prime Minis- 
tf-r Rajiv Gandhi has to feed 22 per- 
sons.   This is the problem which India 
is   facing.    When  the   Chinese  Prime 
Minister has to feed one person,    the 
Indian     Prime  Minister,    Mr.    Rajiv 
Gandhi-  has to provide three persi 
with food, shelter and clothing.    This 
is the economic problem of this ce 
try.   Is there any country in the whole 
world  which is facing  such  an  enor- 
mous problem?   If you want to under- 
stand the difficulty which India is 
dergoing, you have to understand the 
anormity and the colossal   nature   of 
the  problem  which  India is undergo- 
ing.    India is undergoing the greatest 
problem.    But has India failed? India 
has not failed.    You look around    at 
the Asian countries; you look around. 
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ihe African countries; you look around 
at the Latin American countries.   India 
is the only country which is standing 
en her own feet.    India  is the    only 
country which has maintained  parlia- 
mentary democracy.    India is the only 
atry which is sustaining parliamen- 
tary and democratic system.    All   the 
ur>  countries,     the Latin American 
countries  and  the  African     countries 
which became  free along    with India 
e  undergone different changes    of 
Governments from democracy to mili- 
tary administration and with a lot of 
changes in the administrative process- 
es, thereby scuttling the prog-ess of the 
individuals  and  the societies    of    all 
xhese countries.   India and India alone 
is standng across the political horizon, 
across the whole world as a politically 
sovereign power with a democratically 
elected system and  Government. This 
was possible only   because of planned 
development,   the  progress     produced 
by  the Planning process.    This is the 
result  and effect of planned develop- 
ment which was possible only because 
*f the last six Five Year Plans.    And 
this is what India has achieved. Thank 

SHRI PARVATHANENI UPENDRA 
(Andhra Pradesh): Mr. Vice-Chairman- 
1 would first appeal to you not to ring 
the bell. I will take the minimum time 
possible. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PA- 
WAN KUMAR BANSAL): We have 
not heard you very often in the House 
this  time. 

SHRI PARVATHANENI UPENDRA: 
That is not the reason, but because I 
know the futility of wasting my breath 
en a document which is a fait   accom- 
pli.     My speech will not make   any 
difference either   on   the   thinking   of 
Planning Commission or the func- 
tioning of the Government.   But I take 
ibis  opportunity to  offer  a few  com- 
ments on the Seventh Plan which we 
discussing today.    In fact,  I  find 

that   even   the   National  Development 
Council, which is supposed to have ap- 
proved the Plan, was also faced with 
a jail accompli.     A document was pre- 
sented to them and every Chief Minis- 
ter came and read his speech prepared 
by some Deputy Secretary somewhere 
and the Plan was approved. I feel, at 
least in future, we should put in great- 
er effort in formulating the Plan and 
approving it, and we can take an ex- 
ample from the current discussions and 
Ihe debate going on on the new edu- 
cational policy all over the country. It 
is necessary for the Planning Commis- 
sion to organize such debates and dis- 
cussions   throughout  the   country   be- 
for the Plan is put before the National 
Development  Council. 

Sir, I am neither an expert in plan- 
ring, nor a great economist as        my 
friend,    Prof.   Nirmal   Chatterjee    is. 
But, as a layman I sometimes wonder 
whether    we    have    not gone on the 
wrong  track  as   far   as   our  planning 
is concerned. During the six Plans we 
have  spent  nearly  Rs.   1,95,000  crores 
in the public sector alone- and I don't 
want to minimize the achievements of 
the country or the progress  we have 
made.  But   I  do  not  know whether  I 
should  take pride in seeing  a  space- 
shin going up or cry when I see   half- 
clad    people    taking morsels  of  food 
from the garbage bins. I do not know 
whether  I   should  take   pride   in   the 
MIG   factories.,   atomic   reactors   and 
what    not    or shed  a tear for those 
millions who are sleeping on the pave- 
ments of Bombay and Calcutta. 

Sir. according to Government's own 
estimates, 37 per cent of the popula- 
tion is today below the poverty line, 
1 and even the basic necessities of the 
people in regard to foud, shelter, 
clothing and drinking water have not 
been met. Even today, millions of our 
sisters walk miles to fetch some drink- 
ing water. There are no hospitals. If 
there are hospitals, there are no doc- 
tors; if there are doctors, there are 
no medicines. Schools are being run 
and classes are being held under 
trees.  There  are  no  school  building.- 
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there are no teachers. This is the re- 
sult  we are  having out  of  32  or 33 
years of planning. Unemployment,     as 
per Government    estimates,    totalled 
2.5 crores—as per the registers alone— 
apart from the four crores of unem- 
ployed in the rural sector. Inflation is 
continuing: and prices are ever on   the 
increase.   While  the   prices  of   essen- 
tial   commodities   are   rising,  the far- 
mers who produce some of the agricul- 
ural    commodities    are suffering for 
lack of remunerative prices. This is a 
contradiction. And, as per Government 
estimates,,  there ar 35,000 crcres      of 
rupees of back money operating as a 
parallel economy     in the country. A" 
this indicates that the benefits of this 
planning have  not gone  to the  ordi- 
nary people. Who are the beneficiaries 
if this planning? It is the middlemen. 
it is the contractors, it is the corrupt 
politicians and officials. These are the 
people who  have  fattened  themselves 
in the Plan era. 

Having observed this much about 
the past, I would now like to make a 
few comments on the Plan document 
also. Sir, this Development Perspec- 
tive, for 2000 A.D. has been given and 
says that a growth rate o,f five per 
cent will be achieved. But I don't 
know whether in real terms this 
growth will be visible. 

In regard to sectoral performance, 
there should have been greater em- 
phasis on the transport and agricul- 
ture sectors because much of the 
industrialisation suffered, particularly 
during the Fifth Plan and early Sixth 
Plan period, due to inadequate trans- 
oort and also the prevalence of trans- 
port bottlenecks. The transport sector 
should have been allocated much more 
money because of this reason. Simi- 
larly, though agriculture has been 
given importance, the potentialities 
of dry land farming have not been 
realized. Agricultural development 
has been envisaged, keeping only the 
irrigated  area in view. 
6 P.M. 

In the socio-economic indices for the 
Seventh Plan, projections of food and 

clothing are given. But another im- 
pel tant, basic requirement, housing) 
shelter, has not been indicated. Simi- 
larly, for the population control there 
should have been a greater emphasis 
and greater allocation of resources 
because whatever we may achieve will 
be nullified by the growing popula- 
tion. For the population control we 
should have allocated more resources. 
In fact, I would advocate more dis- 
incentives for people who are produc- 
ing more children. That should have 
been emphasised in the Plan itself. 

Then, Sir.  when you come to rela- 
tive roles of the Centre and the States 
in the Plan execution, I find that there 
is a greater stress in the Plan on the 
Centrally    sponsored    schemes.   It  is 
very  unfortunate  that    even    though 
the  States are the     executing  autho- 
rities, as ultimately the success of the 
Plan depends on how the State Gov- 
ernments       function,       unnecessarily 
greater  stress has  been  given  to  the 
Centrally     sponsored     schemes.     The 
States, in fact, should have been given 
the full     responsibilities     for     these 
things, and all these allocations should 
have been  transferred  to trie  States, 
except    some    proects,     schemes like 
inter-State   schemes     and  some  pilot 
projects etc. For that they could have 
kept some  10 per cent of the money 
for the  Centrally  sponsored  schemes. 
In many States we have formed even 
district planning boards. They are go- 
ing  to   have  planning  even   at  lower 
levels also. Therefore, to centralise at 
this stage is not correct. 

Secondly, the size of the Stat» plans 
also is not adequate. If the objectives ' 
of the Plan have to be achieved, the 
State Plans should have been much 
larger. The outlay of the State Plans 
In the Seventh Plan represents only 
47.3 per cent of the total public sec- 
tor outlay as against 51.54 per cent 
in the Sixth Plan and in the range oi 
46.5 to 49.3 per cent between the Third 
and the Sixth Plan. I suggest that the 
low level of participation of States in 
the national development effort is not 
justified for the strategies indicated in 
the Plan. 



 

[Shri Parvathaneni Upendra] 
Sir, the States will be able to gene- 
rate balances from the current reve- 
nues to the extent of Rs. 7,000 crores 
after meeting their responsibilities 
towards health, education etc. On the 
contrary, the Central finances indicate 
a minus balance from the current 
revenues to the tune of Rs. 12 000 
crores. The Plan envisages deficit 
financing to the extent of Rs. 14,000 
crores. If you treat deficit financing 
as a source of revenue for 
your Plan, the States have a right to 
demand at least half of it. You have 
not provided for that in the Plan. In 
fact, in the Sixth Plan the deficit in 
the States sector was less. But what- 
ever deficit arose, it was because of 
the increase in the administered 
prices by the Centre, and the States 
had to suffer for that. That should not 
be repeated now. Of the extent of the 
deficit financing, as I said, at least 50 
per cent benefit should come to the 
States. It is very unfortunate that 
even the overdraft benefit has been 
stopped to the States recently which 
is very unfair. Similarly, the States 
have been allocated only 30 per cent 
of the market borrowings. In fact, in 
the First Plan it was more than 50 
PEr cent; and that should have been 
restored. Even now there is time to 
do that. The Minister should consider 
restoring the previous thing. 

You know, the small savings form 
a big portion of the resource mobili- 
sation. If the States are provided an 
incentive, the small-savings collection 
also will be much more. Now it is 
only 66-2/3 per cent of the small sav- 
ings that is given to the States. In 
fact, at least 90 per cent should be 
given to the States. 

OI»J point, I am constrained. I am 
compelled to refer here, the discussion 
on the relative utility, the advantages 
of the welfare schemes and the deve- 
lopment projects. A great controversy 
is going on. and some people pointed 
out about whatever welfare schemes 
are undertaken by the States are 
populist and unproductive. For exam- 
ple  in Andhra  Pradesh  we   are  exe- 

cuting a scheme for supplying subsi- 
dised rice at Rs. 2 per kg. We are 
subsiding cloth to the poorer sections. 
We are building houses for the poorer 
sections. All these schemes are ca 
by some people as 'populist scheme 
and 'unproductive scheme'. But after 
38 years of independence we are not 
able to ensure even the basic neces- 
sities. If these are provided by any 
Government you call them as "popu- 
list schemes'. These are the bare neces- 
sities. You must strike a balance bet- 
ween the welfare scheme and the 
development scheme. You call our 
welfare schemes as unproductive and 
condemn it. In fact, you must finance 
welfare  schemes   also. 

SHRI NIRMAL CHATTERJEE: 
These welfare schemes should be 
brought into the Plan. 

SHRI PARVATHANENI UPENDRA: 
Yes. There must be some institutional 
changes also to make the Plan a suc- 
cess, because the existing institutional 
mechanism are outdated and the ob- 
jectives of the planning cannot be 
achieved within the limitations of the 
existing system. There is a need fcr 
training, monitoring systems and use 
of modern equipment in administra- 
tion. Our procedure should be simpli- 
fied. There should be a greater 
accountability; and the performance of 
the public sector should be improved 
land it's profitability also increased, 
not by raising prices, but by better 
management and workers' participa- 
tion. 

Similarly. major irrigation and 
power projects should be the responsi- 
bility of the Central Government. 
The Central Government should take 
up these projects so that Inter-State 
river disputes can be avoided and 
projects executed with greater urgency. 

Finally, Sir. I would like to say 
that the Planning Commission should 
be under the control of an Inter- 
State Council. We have not yet formed 
an Inter-State Council although it is 
provided for in article 263 of the 
Constitution.     The Planning  Commis- 
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sion must be put under the control 
of an Inter-State Council and its com- 
position must be decided both by the 
Central Government and State Gov- 
ernments jointly. Unless the States 
and Centre move together in greater 
coordination, in formulating and exe- 
cuting the Plan, with the cooperation 
of the Planning Commission, the Plan 
cannot be a success. Therefore. I plead 
Ith the Minister to think ou these 
lines and see that the Plan succeeds. 
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-'The adoption of the National 

Plan is a significant event in the 
planned economy. The Plan sets the 
pace and direction of development 
in the long term perspective. It 
defines socio- economic objectives 
and priorities. It lays down concrete 
goals for Government—both at the 
Centre and in the States. Perhaps, 
the most important of all, it em- 
bodies the national consensus and 
how to eradicate poverty and to 
build a strong, self-reliant societ;, 
and reach the cherished goal of 
socialism". 

 
"I reaffirm my faith in socialism 

and planning." 

 
"the objective of our Government 

is—establishment of  socialism". 

 
"WE- THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, 

having solemnly resolved to consti- 
tute India into a (SOVEREIGN 
SOCIALIST SECULAR DEMO- 
CRACY REPUBLIC) and to secure 
to all its citizens: 

JUSTICE, social, economic and poli- 
tical; 

LIBERTY of thought- expression, be- 
lief, faith and worship; 

EQUALITY of status and or oppor- 
tunity; and to promote amoii them 
all. 

FRATERNITY assuring the dignity 
of the individual and the (unity and 
integrity of the Nation)." 
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"Agriculture is the backbone of 
our economy. It is here that sus- 
tained  growth generates productive 

 

Tie public sector will   occupy the com- 

manding      heights      of  the      economy. 
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employment fo the largest number 
of people. Rising employment means 
less poverty. Expanding agricultural 
production is also essential for in- 
dustrial growth and for advance in 
other sectors of the economy. The 
task before us now is to bring about 
a faster and more even agricultural 
growth. We have to extend the 
"green revolution" to the eastern 
region and to dry-land areas and 
wherever the population is concen- 
trated. It is here that the problem 
of poverty is most acute. This will 
help to remove regional imbalances. 
This is the key to a successful attack 
on poverty." 
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SHRI S. W. DHABE (Maharashtra): 
Mr. Vice-Chairman, we are not dis- 
cussing here the past performance or 
the excellent performance of the Gov- 
ernment, as Mr. Kalp Nath Rai was 
eulogising. We are concerned here- 
with the Seventh Plan Document and 
its perspectives. After the execution 
of the Sixth Five Year Plan it has 
been found that there were so many 
defects in it, defects whereby regional 
imbalances have increased and what 
we call the rich have become richer 
and the poor poorer. There is no 
attempt in the Seventh Five Year 
Plan to have a developmental strategy 
so that there can be equal and equit- 
able development a balanced economic 
development in the different parts of 
the country. 

Sir, in the Plan document, it has 
been mentioned on page 25: 

"To sum up, the development 
strategy of the Seventh Plan aims at 
a direct attack on the problems of 
poverty, unemployment and regio- 
nal imbalances." 

But, subsequently,     outlining its  poli- 
cies for removing regional    imbalan- 

ces, the Plan document  says  at page 
44 like this: 

-The pattern of growth envisaged 
foi the Seventh Plan is expected to 
contribute towards the reduction of 
inter-regional disparities in levels 
of development. The Plan lays great 
stress on the increases in agricul- 
tural productivity particularly for 
rice, coarse cereals, pulses and oil- 
seeds. At the programme level spe- 
cial efforts are being mounted for 
rice production in the eastern re- 
gion and for dryland and rain-fed 
agriculture." 

Thereafter, Sir, there is no programme 
at   all   which   is  given here  in  this 
document. How they want to  remove 
the    regional    imbalances,    I  do  not 
know. Now, it is well known that in 
the process     of planning,     the    Plan 
could not control the forces of market 
economy. Though the Plan was having 
what  you  call the  highest  desires,  it 
has been found that, apart from regio- 
nal imbalances prevailing in the coun- 
try regional imbalances have increased 
even    within    a State.    The forces of 
market economy could not be checked 
and the result has been that regional 
imbalances have increased. The Plan- 
ning    Commission-    for    purposes of 
planning,    has    taken    the State as a 
unit and the regional imbalances with- 
in the State are completely    ignored. 
This is so in my State of Maharashtra 
it is so and the same is the case with 
Gujarat, Bihar,    Orissa,'    etc.,        and 
many parts of these  States have re- 
mained  backward  because  there  was 
no proper planning to remove the re- 
gional imbalances. On the other hand, 
the   imbalances   have   increased   very 
much.   In   Maharashtra,   for   example, 
70 per cent  of the  industries  are lo- 
cated     only    in    Bombay,  Pune   and 
Thane districts. In Pune, there are 11 
per cent of the industries o,f the whole 
Maharashtra   State  and ten  per  cent 
of the industries    are    in the  Thane 
district  alone.   But  the  whole  of  the 
nine  districts of Vidarbha  have  only 
seven per cent of the industries  and 
the Marathwada  region  has  only 3.5 
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per cent of the industries. Similarly, 
in Madhya Pradesh in the Chattis- 
garh area in the Mahakoshal area, 
and in the eastern U.P. and northern 
Bihar, there are many areas which 
are totally backward, and, in spite of 
six Five Year Plans- we have not 
solved their problems. 

Sir, the Sivaraman Committee made 
certain  recommendations   which were 
not accepted by the Government in re- 
gard    to    the    dispersal of industries 
and opening of public sector industries 
in these areas. On the other hand, the 
"No-Industry"     District     policy     has 
been brought forward by the Govern- 
ment and a majority of such districts 
are in three or four States only, that 
is Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, U.P.    and 
some     parts     of     Rajasthan.   Punjab, 
Haryana  and    the    entire    Southern 
States have been completely excluded 
Irom this policy. This policy has been 
implemented  from  1982.    But, up till 
now, no new industries have been loca- 
ted  in  these   backward   areas  and  in 
the backward districts and there is no 
mention also about the industrial dis- 
persal and about what they are going 
to do hereafter with this "No-Industry" 
District Policy. Unless they scrap this 
policy  and  disperse  the  industries  in 
the backward regions- there is no hope 
of getting poverty eradicated or of in- 
creasing the standard of living of the 
people.    I,  therefore,    suggest to the 
Government that  they should have  a 
National Commission for Development 
of Backward Areas. I would also like 
to  suggest that the whole pattern of 
planning  must  be   radically   changed. 
Otherwise, some centres or islands of 
prosperity    would    be created in the 
country in the midst of poverty and 
the backward regions will remain still 
backward. 

Then, two other objects nre given, 
removal of unemployment and poverty. 
Now, as Malviyaji has said the con- 
cept of 'poverty' requires to be chan- 
ged. What is poverty line? In 1977 an 
expert committee was appointed by 
the     Planning Commission to define this 

line and it has heen defined as a mid- 
point of per capita per month expen- 
diture of people having a daily intake 
of 2400 calories per persun in rural 
areas and 2100 calories in urban areas?. 
In terms of expenditure in terms of 
1979-80 the prices related to these 
mid-points are Rs. 76 and Rs. 88, res- 
pectively, and at this level we claim 
credit that we have been able to lift 30 
per cent of these people after three deca- 
des of planning. This is no achievement 
at all. Clothing and housing are not 
included in this definition. Therefore' 
the concept of poverty-line requires to 
be changed and a new concept found 
which will include not only food I»ut 
also   clothing  and   housing. 

Sir, the other concept which re- 
quires a radical change is the consu- 
mer price index. It is strange pheno- 
menon in our country that when the 
Government claims that inflation has 
gone down, the consumer price index 
is going up. The consumer price index 
was constituted on the basis of 19(50- 
61 prices. It is high time that :t is 
brought upto date and 1980-82 is taken 
as the basis. Otherwise a contradiction 
has taken place. Even 140 per cent 
neutralisation does not neutralise the 
prices at the level where they are to- 
day. The concept was that 10 per cent 
neutralisation is the concrete answer 
for the workers. Therefore, T suggest 
that it is high time that we change 
the concept of consumer price index 
and make 1980-81 as the basis. (Time 
bell rings). 

I    do    not    want  to  make   a 
speech.  I will finish.  There  are     two 
other points which I want to me 

One is regarding the institution of 
Planning Commission. It was consti- 
tuted when the Central Government 
and the State Governments were in 
the hands of the same party. There 
were no disputes. But now many of 
the important States are in the hands 
of- the Opposition parties and they 
have got a different thinking. They 
need not have the same thinking in 
the  present  structure   as  the   Central 



 

Government has. The Planning Com- 
mission as constituted today includes 
Central Cabinet Ministers and some 
experts in the matter, as given in this 
Volume, Vol. I. It is high time that 
we must associate State Governments 
with the Planning Commission. Their 
participation will give a more fillip. 
We have maue a proposal in this Plan 
for people's participation but we are 
denying participation to State Govern- 
ments in this respect. Therefore, when 
the Sarkaria Commission is set up, I 
suggest that a meeting should be call- 
ed by the Prime Minister of all the 
State Government representatives and 
they should come to some conclusions 
how their participation can be assured 
in it. It can be by the National Coun- 
cil under Article 263, as mentioned by 
my friend, Mr. Upendra. This unitary 
planning was made at a particular 
lime, but today if we continue it that 
will not be proper and the objective 
will not be achieved. The Seventh Plan 
is not merely a document of the ruling 
party or the Central Government. If 
this is to be a national plan, then the 
association and participation at all 
levels should be assured. 

Lastly. I will like to point out that 
in spite of our big noise and praising 
the Government from time to time, 
the progress of land reform legislation 
and its implementation is very nig- 
gardly. It is unfortunate that even the 
1972 national guidelines on the subject 
which were given at that time have not 
been implemented. Then there are two 
sets of land ceiling. 7.2 hectares of land 
has been declared surplus, 5.6 million 
hectares has been taken possession o,f 
about 4 million hectares af land 
distributed. Now, 2.8 million hectares 
of land declared surplus has n°t been 
distributed. Who is responsibe for it? 
The Central Government or the State 
Government machinery is not taking 
action in this matter be.vuise of vested 
interests. It has been the admitted 
position of the Planning Commission 
that if land reforms are not implemen- 
ted, there will not be any further pro- 
gress in more production and      anti- 

poverty programmes cannot be succes- 
sful. In this respect, the Central Go- 
vernment has a direct responsibility- 
tor enacting proper laws. The juris- 
diction oi civil courts has been debarr- 
ed by the Ninth Schedule ot the Consti- 
tution. But the jurisdiction of the 
High Court and Supreme Court is 
there. For that, we have inserted a 
new Article 323(b) by the 42nd Amend- 
ment for setting up tribunals. But 
no legislation has been passed till now. 
After so many years, we have taken 
steps about the Administrative Tribu- 
nals. But the tribunals for land distri- 
bution under Article 323(b) have 
not been constituted. I, therefore, 
suggest that these should be consti- 
tuted immediately and land must be 
distributed. There is much land taken 
during the Bhudan Movement. That 
land is neither in the possession of 
the landlords nor has it been given 
to the poor people. 

Lastly, I suggest that this concept 
of more production and removing un- 
employment will not be a reality un- 
less there is participation of the wor- 
kers and employees. For that purpose, 
an effective scheme will have to be 
formulated for the association of wor- 
kers in the planning process. The 
workers are consulted in other mat 
ters. So far as the Planning Commis- 
sion is concerned they do not consider 
workers' participation as necessary. 
Wider consultation with all sections of 
people will be very useful if planning 
has to be successful. I am sorry that 
the National Development Council ap- 
proved the plan without any national 
debate or without consulting the 
other parties concerned. In 1951 Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru said: "India is a 
rich country, but inhabited by poor 
people."' If we really want poverty to 
be removed- this policy will not be 
helpful and the Planning Commission 
will have to be radically changed. 

SHRI RAMESHWAR THAKUR 
(Bihar): Mr. Vice-Chairman, I have 
great pleasure in commending the his- 
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torical document, the Seventh Five 
Year Plan, presented by Shri A. K. 
Panja, State Minister for Planning, to 
the House for consideration. This 
Plan- as we are aware, has some very 
special features. We had discussed last 
year "Approach to the Seventh Five 
Year Plan". At that time, a number 
of suggestions were given. However, 
the final document, as presented to 
us, is really something outstanding. We 
would like to pay our compliments to 
our dynamic Prime Minister who has 
given a new thrust to the policy frame, 
to the strategy of the Plan as well as 
a new thrust to the implementation 
of the Plan. Contributions have also 
been made by eminent economists— 
Deputy Chairman, Dr. Man Mohan 
Singh himself is an eminent econo- 
mist, the Members of the Commission 
are also eminent people—and a team 
of dedicated, experienced officers. And 
the quality and framework of the 
Plan has gone a lot of change which 
has been presented in two volumes to 
us. 

[The Deputy Chairman in ihe Chair] 

Madam, the Seventh Five Year Plan 
has special features which need to be 
taken into cognizance. First is that it 
has linkage  of long term perspective 
of next 15 years, that is the year 2000 
A.D.    It    has    clearly  recognised the 
need    to    sustain    and accelerate the 
momentum    of    economic growth.    It 
recognises    the    imperative    need  of 
institutional    changes    and  structural 
changes   in   the   management of the 
planning process. It has  also given  a 
new  focus     to  the  public   sector,   its 
working,   particularly      its  increasing 
efficiency,   its  reduction     in  cost  and 
improvement  in  quality.    It has  also 
given that the management of such a 
big project has to overhaul right from 
the    Central    Ministry ievel upto the 
village level. People's involvement and 
decentralisation     is   another     feature 
which  has been  outlined in this pro- 
cess.    The Plan recognises the supre- 
me value of the human qualities and 
ievelopment of human life in all as- 

pects. It also affirms firm determination 
and faith of the people for the imple- 
mentation  of  the Plan.    One   of  the 
hon.    Members,   Prof.  Chatterjee has 
mentioned  about the USSR Plan. He 
was  a little  critical  about  our Plan, 
the    process    of    its preparation and 
timing of its presentation.    I    think, 
if we see the Guidelines ior the Eco- 
nomic and Social Development for the 
USSR for 1986—90 and for the period 
ending 2000  A.D.,  this  document has 
been   considered   by   their   Committee 
in April- 1985 and approved and pub- 
lished by their paper Pravda' on 25th 
November,   1985.   We   know   the eco- 
nomic planning has achieved a lot in 
the USSR. They are our friendly coun- 
try  and  we  are proud of it.  But the 
economic  planning  there  had   under- 
gone  a lot  of preparation.     It is for 
appreciation that the Revolution took 
place in 1917. And the First Plan was 
prepared in 1924-25. Ultimately, imple- 
mentation started in  1928.      We have 
started     our     planning process  right 
after Independence. In fact, the plan- 
ning  process   started   in  this   country 
much earlier. A Committee was form- 
ed    under    the great architect of the 
Indian  planning,   Pandit     Jawaharlal 
Nehru in 1938. The Committee examin- 
ed   all its  aspects  and  came  to  such 
ba^ic   decisions     that  those   decisions 
are  highly   valued  today.    The Com- 
mittee laid down that the State should 
own or control all key industries and 
services, mineral resources  and      rail 
ways and    waterways,    shipping and 
other public utilities, and. in fact, all 
those  Burge-scale      industries      which 
were likely to become monopolistic in 
character like      coal,   etc.   We      had 
in  between     a  number     if planning 
documents. Before     that,  our veteran 
Shri  M. Visweswarayya    wrote      the 
first   book   on   planning   in  India     hi 
1933, entitled    Planned    Economy    in 
India. 

Thereafter we had a number of studies 
and 2-3 private plans, Bombay Plan, 
Peoples' Plan and also the Gandhian 
Plan. Then we started with our firsl 
plan with a modest outlay of Rs. 1960 
crores. We had set before ourselves 
certain base objection.    Wo then   had 
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the Second Five Year Plan where we 
wanted to have a slightly bigger out- 
lay of Rs. 4600 crores but with the 
main idea to rehabilitate the Indian 
economy as well as modernise the 
Indian industry and also to have deve- 
lopment in key industries like rubber, 
steel, coal, cement and heavy indus- 
tries. By our Third Plan outlay of 
Rs. 15,902 crores with the outlay of 
8,500 crores we tried to achieve self- 
sufficiency in foodgrains. We had our 
Fourth Five Year Plan with the main 
objective of attaining "Growth with 
Stability." The Fifth Plan with Rs. 
39,222 crores was mainly for removal 
of poverty and Sixth Plan with Rs. 
97 500 crores for production, moder- 
nisation and  self-reliance. 

 
SPIRI RAMESHWAR THAKUR: 

Shall I continue later? 
THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We 

have then Prime Minister at 7 O'clock. 
You can finish in two-three minutes. 

SHRI RAMESHWAR THAKUR: I 
can continue later. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: At ten 
minutes to seven, we have a state- 
ment from the External Affairs Minis- 
ter and you should finish by that 
time. 

SHRI RAMESHWAR THAKUR: So 
far as the Seventh Five Year Plan is 
concerned, we have an outlay of 
1,80,000 crores with major emphasis 
on sectors like energy, transport in- 
dustry, minerals, social services, agri- 
cultural and rural development. The 
objective of the Plan document is 
laudable and it gives us the targets 
in certain areas which is our national 
goal, to be achieved by the end of the 
Plan, and mainly by the end of the 
cen'tury, that is, 2000 A.D. (Time 
bell rings). 

In view of the shortage of time I 
would only say 2-3 important things 
about the implementation aspect, 
which is.- important.   Firstly, as I said, 

the objectives of the Plan are laud- 
able. But the Qsuestion is whether we 
are geared up and fully prepared to 
implement it, at the grassroot levels 
in all sectors oi the economy. The 
Plan document itself has given certai" 
figures. In Chapter 21 it gives the 
backlog that we have got in certain 
respects, particularly in power, rail- 
ways and irrigation, where in the be- 
ginning and investment during the 
year 1984-85, it will take normally H 
years to 19 years to complete these 
projects in hand. The question is that 
for about 50 per cent of further out- 
lay, that is, 30 per cent in energy- 
about 13 per cent m transport and 
nearly 10 per cent in irrigation, how 
are we geared up to take up all this 
heavy investment and how ere we go- 
ing to implement it? This is one ques* 
tion which requires to be considered 
fully and examined. There are certain 
aspects which have been mentioned 
and have been so recognisd in the 
Plan documents, that we should have 
a proper system of dealing with pre- 
planning, decision-making and also 
funding the project formulation, orga- 
nisation, coordination with the help 
of the consultants and so on. The 
question is whether we are self-suffi-. 
cient; whether we are in a position tc 
really effectively do all these things 
which have been listed in Chapter 21. 
The question is whether we are able 
to do it with local involvement. Prime 
Minister himself said that there should 
bc local involvement and people's in- 
volvement and there should be decen- 
tralisation .... (Time bell rings). 
Could I continue later. Madam. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: . No. 
Now the Minister of External Affairs 
to make a statement. 

STATEMENT BY MINISTER 
Summit meeting    between the Presi- 
dent of Pakistan and the Prime Min- 
ister of India, held in New Delhi    on 

17th December, 1985 
THE MINISTER OF EXTERNAL 

AFFAIRS (SHRI B. R. BHAGAT): 
Madam Deputy Chairman, the Presi- 
dent of Pakistan, His Excellency Ge- 


